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…the heart of your aircraft®

Aircraft Spruce is the leading worldwide distributor of general aviation parts and supplies.
Our orders ship same day, at the lowest prices, and with the support of the most
helpful staff in the industry. We look forward to our next opportunity to serve you!

ORDER YOUR FREE
2020-2021 CATALOG!

1000 PAGES OF PRODUCTS!

www.aircraftspruce.com
Call Toll Free 1-877-4-SPRUCE
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Welcome!

Since 1978, Aviator Hot Line® has been a leader
in bringing aircraft buyers and sellers together.
Our mission is to bring you the best selection
of used aircraft at the best market price.
Throughout this section, you’ll find quality
aircraft, all priced to sell. Enjoy shopping
Aviator Hot Line®’s Used Aircraft Marketplace!

1978 ROCKWELL / COMMANDER 690B-10 • N20MA

2005 THUNDER MUSTANG • N451KC

TTAF: 7523.3, Left Engine: 2578.0 Hrs, 2323 Cycles SMOH, 61.1 Hrs SHSI,
Right Engine: 2562.0 Hrs, 2298 Cycles SMOH, 61.1 Hrs. SHSI, Annual Due:
FEB. 2021, Garmin GNS 530W & GNS 430W, GMA 340 Audio Panel, GTX 345
w/ADS-B In/Out, GTX 327, Bendix KMH 820 TCAS/TAWS • Reduced Price:
$649,000

Built by Ezell Aviation-TX • Engine: Falconer V12, TTAF and Engine: 75
Hours, PROP: MT, Model MTV-16-1-E-C, Garmin Avionics: 430 Nav/
Com/GPS, 340 Audio Panel, 327 Transponder. Century NSD360 HSI • King
KX155 with KI-209 Glideslope Indicator, S-Tec 30 Autopilot • $525,000

Located: JACKSON, MS (KJAN) • pauldalex@aol.com
Paul Alexander • 662-392-5034

Located: Troy, Alabama (TOI) • kenny@kwplastics.com
Kenny Campbell: 334-372-7283 or 334-566-1563

1998 PIETENPOL GREGA GN-1 • N4FQ

1934 STINSON SR-5E RELIANT • NC14187
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1042 Mountain Ave., Ste. B #337
Upland, CA 91786
626.844.0125
Owned, Flown, and Maintained by an A & P Owner • TTAF: 576,
Continental 65 HP Engine: 2.0 SOH, Climb Prop: 27.0 SPOH, New Left
Bendix Mag and Fine Wire Plugs, 16 Gallon Fuel, Always Hangared • Open
Cockpit Light Aviation Superstar in Big Sky Country • $16,900 O.B.O.

TTAF: 1578, Lycoming Engine: 378 SMOH, Hamilton Standard Prop,
Appraised by Air Assets on 09/16/19--Market Value: $113,500 •
Exterior in Excellent Condition: Original 1934 Colors in a 12-Coat Stits
Polyfiber • Annual is Good Until February 28th, 2021 • Always in a
Museum or Hangar • ONLY $99,999

MONTANA Location (MT53)
406-499-2756 • skycovers@yahoo.com

El Cajon, CA (KSEE)
916-532-8004 • mwdonaldson13@yahoo.com

1969 PIPER CHEROKEE 6/300 • N8950N

1946 PIPER J-3 CUB/PA-11 • N71081

TTAF: 3297 Hours, Engine-SMOH: 1097 Hours, 3 Blade PROP, Garmin
GNS 430, Dynon Avionics: EFIS-D100, 6 Place Stereo & Intercom System,
No autopilot, New Paint, Excellent Interior, Hangared in Saint Augustine, FL,
Annual Due: December 2020 • ONLY $83,900 O.B.O. for this Fabulous Piper
Cherokee 6/300

TOTALLY Rebuilt and Highly Modified Piper J-3, Overhauled Continental 90
HP with New Cylinders, Cam, and Crank. Powder Coated Airframe, Use of
Carbon Fiber to Keep Weight Down, Modern Avionics Panel, Currently Located
at: Big Lake Aviation LLC in ALASKA • Will Deliver to Buyer’s Location •
$109,500

Convenient FLORIDA Location
612-387-2486 • erica.steffenson@gmail.com

Location in Alaska • cub407wb@gmail.com
907-315-6006 (Chuck) • 907-354-6203 (Nick)

www.aircraftforsale.com

All our aircraft listings are also included on
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KNOW MY PT6 APP
THE INFORMATION YOU NEED
TO KEEP YOU AHEAD
Pratt & Whitney’s Know My PT6 app
can help you optimize the performance
and availability of your turboprop engine
with valuable maintenance and power
management recommendations. Access
key PT6A engine booklet content and
excerpts of new Service Information Letters,
contact our Customer First Centre directly,
find authorized service centers, parts
distributors, and more.

DOWNLOAD THE APP TODAY
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™

Wipline® floats give you access to thousands of lakes and waterways across
North America. Your perfect family vacation awaits and we can get you there.
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The View from Here
By JENNIFER DELLENBUSCH

Letters to the Editor
Send your letters to
editor@cessnaflyer.org

Air Traffic Control:
A Primer for Pilots,
Part 2, June 2021

Maintenance, Members,
and Memorable Trips
THE ISSUES OF THE MAGAZINE we put together just before, during, and
after AirVenture are always tense. We are juggling preparation for our
annual Gathering at Waupaca and EAA AirVenture Oshkosh. Then, we are
traveling and spending a week or more in Wisconsin. We always have a
great time, and this year in particular we are looking forward to reuniting
with our aviation friends.
But first, the magazine. Somehow it all comes together. Primarily through
the hard work of our small, but dedicated team. Our writers always deliver
first-rate content, our editors check it over, and our designer creates stunning
layouts. Thank you, all!
This issue of Cessna Flyer is our largest since COVID-19 knocked the wind
out of everyone’s sails, and it’s stuffed with good stuff. Have you ever wanted
to fly your Cessna from Europe to the U.S., or do you prefer to read about it?
You can discover how one Cessna 182 owner makes the trip safely on Page 56.
Our technical support staff Steve Ells and Kristin Winter are here to provide
information to help you and your mechanic. If you are troubleshooting oil temperature issues (Page 18) or trying to understand your AFM (Page 40), we’ve
got you covered.
We love it when members contribute their stories. For example, on Page
46, you can read about how and why Glynn Dennis decided to get IFR current.
CFA member Mike Davis reports on his recent trip to Callaway Gardens on
Page 76, and now I want to go there. These stories and more await you. I hope
you enjoy this issue of Cessna Flyer.
If you are going to be at AirVenture, please stop by Booth 3126 and say
hello!
Blue skies,

Dear Editor,
I enjoyed Robert Marks’ article
about Air Traffic Control. I have a question for Robert.
Scenario:
ATC: N1234X, traffic at 10 o’ clock, 3
miles.
You do not see the traffic out the
window, but you see the traffic on your
ADS-B In display.
What is the official proper response?
1. N1234X, looking.
2. N1234X, negative traffic.
3. N1234X, have traffic on display.
4. Other?
Robert P. Supina
CFA Member
Hi Bob!
I glad you enjoyed my article on ATC.
In response to your question, the Pilot/
Controller Glossary says “Negative
Contact” is the language to use. That’s
the official book answer. “Looking” communicates the same information and is
understood.
Having the traffic on your ADS-B
traffic display is not really useful
information to controllers, as it doesn’t
change our responsibility in the least as
to separation.
“Got ‘em on the fishfinder” only
makes us think we are getting bleedover
from the Bassmasters channel.
Hope this helps!
Bob Marks
(You can find FAA-approved phraseology for this and many other communications
in the Pilot/Controller Glossary: faa.gov/
air_traffic/publications/ —Ed.)

PILOTS HAVE OPINIONS
LET'S HEAR YOURS.
Send your letters to
editor@cessnaflyer.org
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10 Tips for the Changing Insurance Market
1. Be Prepared – Gather updated pilot history for all pilots flying the aircraft and any current applicable

training certificates. For a commercial operation it may involve having previous and estimated yearly revenue
for maintenance and fuel, or annual utilization of club or flight school aircraft.

2. Start Early – For more complicated or larger insurance policies it is important to provide yourself plenty
of time for renewal. Underwriters may have questions on your policy and could take a lot of back and forth
prior to receiving firm terms.

3. Be Flexible - The aviation insurance market is cyclical. While it can be challenging to accept these new
terms, they ensure the aviation insurance market remains viable and pilots insurable.

4. Consider your Aircraft Needs – Senior pilots have been greatly impacted in this hardening market,

specifically those in retractable gear and multi engine aircraft. If a single engine piston fixed tri-gear aircraft
can easily fit your aircraft needs, this will often result in a better rate and insurability on your aircraft
insurance.

5. Training – Consistent training has been proven to increase aviation safety. The recent increase of pilot

training requirements on aircraft insurance policies should lower the loss ratio the carriers experience and
may eventually assist in lowering rates again.

6. Instrument Ratings – No matter the aircraft you fly, one way to save money on your aircraft insurance
is to earn your instrument rating. This is increasingly important for pilots transitioning into higher horsepower
and retractable gear aircraft.
7. Work with a Pilot –Placing your business with an aviation insurance specialist and pilot that
understands the industry will provide peace of mind that you are properly protected in this new market.
8. All Markets – Working with an aviation insurance specialist who is appointed with all the major aviation

insurance markets. While the claims ratio fuels the industry premiums, there is still competition amongst the
carriers.

9. Be Loyal – If you are currently working with an aircraft insurance agent that you trust and has
consistently provided quality service, think twice before shopping your policy with another agent as it could
disrupt the market for you.
10. Call Aviation Insurance Resources (AIR) – AIR is an aviation insurance broker for pilots by pilots.
Each agent at AIR brings a unique aviation background to the table and is dedicated to guiding you through
this new insurance market.

Pilots Protecting Pilots
301.682.6200
www.AIR-PROS.com

Events
CFA Event

Featured Events

JULY 24–25, 2021 — WAUPACA
MUNICIPAL (KPCZ). THE
17TH ANNUAL GATHERING AT
WAUPACA. CFA’s annual preOSH event with fun, food, and
friendship. Saturday receptions,
seminars and banquet on
Sunday, motor coach to
AirVenture (July 26–Aug. 1).
To register for the Gathering,
visit thegatheringatwaupaca.
simpletix.com. Book your room
at Comfort Suites at Par 4 Resort
by phoning 715-942-0500.
Group name: Aviation Group.
Visit CessnaFlyer.org for more
information.

JULY 26–AUG. 1, 2021 — OSHKOSH, WI. WITTMAN FIELD (KOSH).
EAA AIRVENTURE OSHKOSH.
Experience the largest annual gathering of aviation enthusiasts. From unique,
historic aircraft to world-class daily air shows, you don’t want to miss the World’s
Greatest Aviation Celebration. For more information, visit eaa.org/en/airventure.
AirVenture NOTAM (Notice to Airmen)
The free 32-page booklet is an absolute must if you're flying an aircraft to Oshkosh.
It outlines all arrival/departure procedures, radio frequencies, Wittman Regional Airport
details, and much more.
Although many of the procedures are similar to previous years, there are updates in
nearly every area to enhance safety, efficiency, and convenience for the thousands of
airplanes expected at The World's Greatest Aviation Celebration.
The EAA AirVenture NOTAM is required reading and should be part of a pilot's preflight preparation.
Graphic TFR NOTAMs: When flying in the U.S., EAA strongly encourages you to check
NOTAMs for current Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFRs) that may affect your flight
route. Download NOTAM eaa.org/-/media/Files/AirVenture/FlyingIn/NOTAM/2021/2021NOTAM.ashx

continued on Page 12 

TSO-C80 FUEL CELLS
All FFC fuel bladders are manufactured with REGISTERED
TSO-C80 constructions... KNOW what you are installing.
Quality products at competitive prices.

1-800-647-6148 • www.ffcfuelcells.com
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THE OSHKOSH FORUMS ARE FREE. THE INFORMATION IS PRICELESS.
• OSHKOSH •

SUPERIOR AIR PARTS

FORUM
SERIES
2021

W HE R E :
AIRVENTURE 2021

WH
WH EN:
EN:

MONDAY-SATURDAY
10:00
AND AM
12:00
AT 10:00
FOR SOCIAL DISTANCING, FORUMS

SUPERIOR AIR PARTS
TENT # 257 & # 258

SEATING LIMITED TO 60 ATTENDEES.
ARE LIMITED TO 30 ATTENDEES

LEARN HOW TO EXTEND YOUR ENGINE’S
LIFE AND LOWER OPERATING COSTS.
Superior Air Parts Oshkosh/AirVenture
2021 Forum Series includes:
MONDAY: How to efficiently lean your engine.
TUESDAY: What does compression testing really show you?
WEDNESDAY: Anatomy of an aircraft cylinder.
THURSDAY: Oil changes as a diagnostic tool.
FRIDAY: Exploring your options at TBO time.
SATURDAY: The real cost of deferring maintenance.

TECH TUESDAY | SPECIAL FORUM FOR

All Superior Forums are hosted by Bill Ross
Vice President, Product Support
Superior Air Parts, Inc.
• Recognized expert in G.A. aircraft
engine operations and maintenance
• 30+ years experience as an A&P
technician
• FAA Inspector Authorization
• Author of the popular book:
Engine Management 101

A&P TECHNICIANS AND A&P SCHOOL STUDENTS
Join us at 8:00 AM on Tuesday, July 27.

< CELEBRATION WAY >

Attendance earns FAA A&P I/A Renewal Credits

Request a FREE digital copy
at: www.superiorairparts.com/EM101

SUPERIOR AIR PARTS
BOOTH #257 & #258
264 263 262 261

259

253 254 255 256 257 258

Exhibit
Hangar B

superiorairparts.com | 972.829.4635

F O R T H E L A T E S T F O R U M S C H E D U L E A N D T I M E S , V I S I T W W W. S U P E R I O R A I R P A R T S . C OJuly
M /2021
F O/RCessna
U M Flyer
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Events
 Continued from Page 10
SEPT. 18, 2021 — OCONTO, WI. OCONTO
BAKE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (KOCQ).
OCONTO ELKS FLY-IN 2021.
Come celebrate 75 years for the
Oconto J. Douglas Bake Municipal
Airport from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Flyovers
will take place all day and planes of all
types will be on static display. Activities
include classes for pilots, vendors, the
Car and Tractor Show, and a military
encampment display. The Northern
Aces RC group will have their planes on
display and flying throughout the day.
Automobiles and tractors will be on
display all day. Dash plaques given to
the first 200 vehicles.
Enjoy music, great food, and
shopping at all the craft vendors.
There will be something for everyone
in the family. Kids 12 and under
are admitted free. $5 fee to exhibit
vehicles. Free parking. Shuttles
provided by Whispering Pines Tree
Farm and Kobussen Busing. Visit
ocontocounty.org or call (920) 3736948 for more information.

NOVEMBER 13, 2021 — SHAFTER, CA.
SHAFTER AIRPORT-MINTER FIELD
(KMIT), MINTER FIELD AIR MUSEUM.
FOURTH ANNUAL WINGS 'N' WHEELS.
Mark your calendars! Come spend
the day at Minter Field Air Museum
for the fabulous Wings 'N' Wheels
event on November 13. Hundreds
of airplanes will be on display, from
WWI to modern jets. You can see
WWII-vintage V12s and vintage
radial aircraft engines throughout
the day. Visitors will also get to view
hundreds of cars from the 1930s
to the present, along with endless
displays of military equipment.
Attendees can listen and dance
to live big-band music from the
1940s and enjoy food, drink, and
souvenirs. Open from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m., the event is located at
201 Aviation Street. Please visit
minterfieldairmuseum.com or
mfamwingsnwheels.com for more
information.

COME SEE
WHAT’S NEW

HANGAR C - #3032

208.850.3294 www.AeroLEDs.com
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Booth

277-282

A 400-HOUR TBO EXTENSION IS REAL VALUE
Lycoming holds itself to its own standard – the Lycoming Standard.
It is a bar, continuously raised, to be better than everyone, including ourselves. For example, our recent
200-hour TBO extensions give our customers more flying time, increased cost efficiency, and peace of
mind. In some cases, 400-hour TBO extensions can be approved.
Genuine Lycoming engines and parts are held to high quality standards, offer improved wear
characteristics, and incorporate Lycoming’s latest innovations and enhancements. Add all this to our
customer service, which is unmatched in general aviation, and a factory warranty, and you quickly realize
that a genuine Lycoming engine is the right choice.
There is no substitute for the reliability and durability that you expect and receive from Lycoming.
Don’t trust your safety to imitations. Choose a genuine Lycoming.
Contact an authorized Lycoming Distributor to purchase genuine Lycoming engines and parts.

www.Lycoming.com
© 2021 Avco Corporation

The High & The Writey
By KEVIN GARRISON

Blood on the Cowling:
Doing Your Own Maintenance
A not-to-be-taken-seriously look at owner-performed maintenance
—and why the author probably should not be doing it.

I

love flying my aircraft through the spacious skies, around the
purple mountain majesties, and over the amber waves of grain
of our country. Slipping the surlies became more enjoyable and
affordable once I realized that I could do quite a bit of maintenance work on my aircraft without the cost of an A&P mechanic.
Aviation mechanics are lovely human beings that I like to
hang out with after I complete a harrowing day of touch and go
landings, teaching commercial maneuvers to my students, or
pulling the occasional adventurous "Poo-ya-ya" maneuver with
my antique aircraft.
The ladies and gentlemen turning wrenches and banging on
our airplanes with FAA-approved hammers are highly trained,
eagle-eyed, trustworthy individuals who are friendly and sharing;
unless you want to borrow their tools.

First, we all know that the word for
maintaining things really ought to
be spelled "maintainance."
Everybody has limits.
The fun of watching my favorite A&P work on my aircraft
was always mitigated by the fact that I was hemorrhaging money
while he or she was doing routine upkeep on my bird. I knew that
I could do some of the more straightforward functions myself,
like dumping out the trash bag in my cockpit or spit-shining my
struts, but I only recently discovered all of the things I can legally
fix myself.
You, too will be amazed at how many maintenance functions you can do as an owner-operator. Here is the official FAA
reference. I'll wait here until you finish reading and coloring
the pictures:
14 CFR 43 Appendix A Subpart C
Good stuff, right? I mean, it isn't a Stephen King novel or
a birthday card from Grandma with a $50 bill in it, but these
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regulations that you just read (and hopefully memorized) give us
quite a bit of freedom when it comes to fixing our gravity-defying aero machines.

Clueless is as clueless does
I have taken advantage of this newfound liberty by doing
much of my own work. Based on my almost limitless aviation
experience, along with my swollen but not overly painful ego, I
feel I can give you some advice on do-it-yourself wrench-turning
and screw-driving.
First, we all know that the word for maintaining things
really ought to be spelled "maintainance." I know that, and you
know that, but apparently, my computer and the rest of the
world think we should spell it "maintenance." This makes no
sense at all. I hope you can progress past this egregious misuse
of our mother tongue and get on with your life. It took me a
while, but I am OK now.
Owner-operator maintenance is not only about how well
it is done. It is also about good you look doing it. You dress in
funny-looking pilot clothing when you fly (I'm talking to you,
Chad). You should change into proper attire when you work on
your plane.
I suggest you eschew wearing your street clothes. You should
invest in some pre-oil-grunged overalls or perhaps a work shirt
with a name tag sewn on the front pocket. It does not have to be
your name or even your shirt.
Here are some things you'll need to look good while you do the
various things the government, with no apparent concern for your
passengers' safety, allows you to do:
• Wire-twisting equipment. You need some safety wire and
a $200 "twisty wrench." If you can't twist safety wire properly
when doing things like changing your oil filter or securing your
hydraulic flux capacitor, people will laugh at you. Speaking of
people, you need:
• Onlookers. A minimum of two people are required to watch
you do your maintenance while they drink your hangar's refrigerator dry. Four to six people would be a better number for this
function—especially for a twin-engine aircraft—but you can get
by with two if they are especially lazy, unhelpful, and verbose.
• A spark plug basket. You know the one I mean. You put your

YOUR AIRPLANE. READY FOR THE FUTURE.
GTN™ Xi NAVIGATORS AND TXi FLIGHT DISPLAYS
HIGH-RESOLUTION

TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAYS

OPTIONAL ENGINE INDICATIONS
WITH DATA LOGGING

EFB

FLIGHT PLAN SYNC1

INTERFACES WITH POPULAR
NEW AND EXISTING AVIONICS

EASY UPGRADE
TO YOUR PANEL

COUPLE WITH

GFC™ SERIES AUTOPILOT2

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT GARMIN.COM/AVIATION
Additional hardware equired; sold separately. 2With select makes/models; visit Garmin.com/autopilots for more details. © 2020 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.

1
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If you aren't bleeding from at least
one knuckle, you aren't doing your
work correctly.
spark plugs in it and carry the basket around like a Brady Bunch
collectible lunchbox, then you screw your spark plugs back into
your engine. I have no idea why.
• Appropriate music. You may want to work on your plane
while listening to NPR or an oldies station. I prefer listening to
1960s Broadway show tunes. This is a little-known fact, but A&P
mechanics who listen to classical music while they work charge 16
more dollars an hour than their country music-loving colleagues.
• Band-Aids. If you aren't bleeding from at least one knuckle,
you aren't doing your work correctly. Wrapping your seeping
wound in a dirty rag is OK in the short term but having a box of
Band-Aids in your toolbox is the mark of a pro.
• One of those lie-on-your-back-scooter things. I never use
mine to get under my airplane to do work, but it makes a fine
place for a short nap beneath my wing on a warm afternoon.
• Expensive, brand-name-tool-selling person. I know you can't
afford to buy tools every month but having a tool-vending van
parked outside your hangar can raise your mechanical street cred

16 • Cessna Flyer / July 2021

at least 90 points. Also, get a “Don't even think about asking to
borrow my brand-name tools” sticker for your toolbox, even if you
may not own a single one of their tools.

Some of the mechanical things you can legally do to your
airplane
Many maintenance functions, such as spit-shining your struts
or hot-waxing your vortex generators, do not appear in the official
list of things the government will look the other way while you do
them to your airplane. I assume this lack of guidance means it is
OK to do anything not on the approved list, but that decision is up
to you, your aviation attorney, and whatever judge is adjudicating
your trial.
Here is a short list of the functions I know for sure you can
do without attending a subsequent FAA enforcement hearing.
You can:
• Debur and lube your schmingus
• Degauss your flaperonic gimbals
• Look for airspeed bugs in your pitot tube
• Buy the extended warranty on your airplane
• Rake your rug if your cockpit has shag carpeting
• Refill your drink dispensers and vending machines
• Replace the pine tree air freshener that hangs on your rearview mirror
• Accomplish an accurate rivet count on your aircraft
• Swap out the barf-bags for new, unused ones
continued on Page 94 

Questions & Answers
By STEVE ELLS

Q

A Larger Oil Cooler, Fine Wire Spark
Plugs, Servicing a 182P Nose Strut,
Cessna 210 Wing Spar Issues

I own a 1975 Cessna 182P Skylane. I do survey work with
[the airplane] (checking solar panels) and typically fly at
1,000 to 1,500 feet agl, often in desert areas. Ambient air
temperatures can be 110 F or warmer.
I typically fly at 55-65% power, and the oil temp gets higher
than I like. The temperature never reaches redline, but I’ve noticed that as the oil temps rise, the oil pressure will also sag. It’s
always in the green, albeit on the low side, and seems to be right
on the lower edge of the green arc.
Running richer does help decrease the oil temperatures, but
it’s not very economical, so I’d prefer to bring the oil temp down
another way.
I have a standard Continental O-470R engine, with the standard seven-bolt oil cooler. I know of the existence of 12-bolt oil
coolers that are much bigger. What are my options?
Thanks,
Henri

A

The option that will work best is to remove the existing
cooler and install a bigger cooler.
I spoke with Wayne Thomas at Pacific Oil Cooler Service
for clarification on this option.
Wayne said the bigger cooler has a 12-bolt mount and is 11
inches long.
The one sold by Pacific Oil Cooler service under its Aero
Classics brand is Part No. 8000683. This cooler is a normal-temperature cooler—as opposed to a non-congealing cooler designed
for use in extremely cold weather—and is now approved for
mounting on a seven-bolt engine when an adapter plate is used.
A quick aside: a non-congealing cooler has a small internal
passage that serves to warm up the cold thick (congealed) oil in
the rest of the cooler during a cold weather start and warmup.
If the internal warming routing circuit wasn’t there, the mass of
congealed oil would block oil flow through the cooler for quite a
while.
It looks like you can buy that cooler from Aircraft Spruce and
Specialty for $750.
You’ll need an adapter plate, Part No. 537312. Other parts
needed are a couple of gaskets—Pacific Oil Cooler Service has
those in stock—and bolts.
The Continental part number for the 12 bolts you’ll need is
535668. These are 1/4-20 bolts that have a grip of 1 3/8 inches.
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Wayne will take your existing cooler as a core ($50) or you
can try to sell it as-is. If you want to get it cleaned and tested
before selling, Pacific Oil Cooler will do that for $285.
That ought to do it.
Happy flying,
Steve

Q

I am looking for a bit of advice.
I purchased a 1980 TR182 Turbo Skylane RG in November and it’s been going through an avionics panel remodel
for most of the ensuing time.
In the interim, I’ve been working on getting a normal store
of parts together for doing general work under 14 CFR Part 43,
Appendix A, Subpart C, Owner Maintenance. This includes oil,
filters, air filters, other lubricants, hydraulic fluid, CorrosionX,
safety wire, etc.
The topic of spark plugs came up and a bit of research and
YouTube watching brought up the topic of massive versus fine
wire spark plugs. A very informative Mike Busch video did a
good job of describing a few of the key differences.
This begs the question: what are other TR182 flyers running
and why?
It’s hard to find feedback specific to a particular engine/
airframe. Do you or the TR182 community have any specific
guidance/thoughts?
Thank you,
Nathan

A

I have been working as a General Aviation mechanic
working on both Lycoming and Continental engines for a
long time.

Because battery down
means wheels down
Trust the Hawker® SBS J-16 battery
from EnerSys®
Featuring Thin Plate Pure Lead (TPPL) technology, the
Hawker® SBS J-16 battery combines unmatched power
density with exceptionally long storage life. So even after
months of sitting idle, it will start on the first crank. FAA-PMA
certified for Cessna® C-170/C-180/C-195 models, the Hawker
SBS J-16 battery is also built with military-grade plate design
for excellent vibration resistance and high G loading.

Visit us at Booth 1042

www.enersys.com
© 2021 EnerSys. All rights reserved. Trademarks and logos are the property of EnerSys
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Questions & Answers
Based on my experience with the Lycoming O-360 (180 hp)
engine, what I’ve seen over the years, and an article from Ram
Aircraft (see link in Resources), I put fine wire plugs in my
engine.
Although the initial cost is markedly higher than the massive electrode option, the long-term economics favor the fine
wire plugs. A typical massive electrode plug has a service life of
approximately 400 hours. Fine wire plugs typically provide good
service for up to 2,000 hours.
There are some caveats that you and your service shop must
abide by to get that full service life. Tempest publishes a very
good eight-page pdf on cleaning plugs. See the link in Resources.
I went with the fine wire plugs because I wanted the best-performing plug in my airplane.
Happy flying,
Steve

Q

I am a member of a Cessna 210 group. I heard that there
have been issues with cracking of the wing spars on certain
210s. I’m not asking about the AD to inspect the center
section inside the fuselage—I got the idea that the cracking was
out in the wings.
I’d like to know a lot more about this, since I’m seriously considering trading my 1975 Cessna 182 Skylane for a 210.
Can you shed some light on this?
Carl

A

Cessna issued a service bulletin, SEL 57-01, titled
“WINGS - LOWER MAIN SPAR CAP INSPECTION,”
on April 27, 2012. The latest, Version 2, is the update
posted Dec. 16, 2013.

Q

In scrutinizing the Service Manual for our Cessna 182P
Skylane, I see in the paragraph for servicing the nose strut
“…weigh or tie down the tail...”
Unfortunately, I cannot find any detailed description of the
dos and don’ts of weighing the tail down.
If Cessna is assuming that all pilots (and/or mechanics) have
common sense, why would there be so many accidents caused by
pilot error?
I put four buckets on the horizontal stabilizer close to the fuselage and then gradually load the buckets with large rocks until
the plane is closely balanced on the mains. Then, I apply a little
pressure, and the tail settles down softly. That’s my procedure. I
welcome the insights of the experts.
How do you do it?
Robert P.

A

In the past, I have done what you’re describing to raise the
nosegear of many Cessna singles, and I still do if I don’t
have an engine hoist.
If I have a hoist or a lifting pulley (from overhead), I like to
take off the upper cowling and lift from the engine lifting ring.
Here’s my reasoning. The forward spar of the horizontal
stabilizer of Cessna singles is designed to handle aerodynamic
loads, not weights.
Some might argue that the airframe is designed to handle +3.8/-1.52 g, and has a 150% ultimate load factor built in,
therefore the spar should be able to handle the weight needed
to lower the tail.
As I recall, it would take at least three cases of oil to get
enough weight to fully extend the nosegear strut and lift it clear
of the floor.
A case of oil contained 24 quarts, or 6 gallons. A gallon of oil
weighs a little over 7 pounds. So, we’re talking about almost 50
pounds of weight on the spars.
When weights on the horizontal stabilizers are used, the
weight should be evenly distributed on both horizontal stabilizer
surfaces; and as close to the fuselage/stabilizer joint as possible.
And as you describe, gradually add weight to increase the
load on the spars.
Happy flying,
Steve
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Questions & Answers
This bulletin applies to the following serial number airplanes:
210 / T210: 21058140 (1963), 21058819 through 21065009 (1967
through 1986)
T210: T210-0198 through T210-0454 (1967-1969 T210G through
T210J)
P210: P21000001 through P21000874 (1985-1986)
In the last two years of production, Cessna changed the spar
cap aluminum alloy, so the bulletin lists two different compliance
times.
All 210s and P210s, except 210s with serial numbers greater
than 64894 (1985-86) and P210s serial numbers of 835 and higher
(1985-86) have spar caps of 2014-T6511 aluminum. Here’s the
wording from SEL 57-01 Revision 2:
For wings with 2014-T6511 Spar Caps:
Typical Usage:
	Starting at 5,000 flight hours, visual inspection every 100 hours
Initial eddy current inspection at 8,000 hours
Repeat eddy current inspection every 2,000 hours.
Severe Usage:
	Starting at 3,000 flight hours, visual inspection every 100 hours
Initial eddy current inspection at 3,500 hours
Repeat eddy current inspection every 500 hours.
210s and P210s built in 1985 and 86 with spar caps of 7075T73511 alloy aluminum.
For wings with 7075-T73511 Spar Caps:
Typical Usage:
Starting at 4,000 flight hours, visual inspection every 100 hours

Call 514-337-7588
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Initial eddy current inspection at 5,500 hours
Repeat eddy current inspection every 2,000 hours.
Severe Usage:
Starting at 2,500 flight hours, visual inspection every 100 hours
Initial eddy current inspection at 2,800 hours
Repeat eddy current inspection every 500 hours.
The definition of typical usage is any usage that is not severe.
Severe usage is defined as:
1. If the average flight length is less than 30 minutes, then you
must use the SEVERE inspection time limits.
2. If the airplane has been engaged in operations at low
altitudes such as pipeline patrol, fish or game spotting, aerial
applications, police patrol, sightseeing, livestock management,
etc. more than 30% of its life you must use the SEVERE inspection
time limits.
This Service Bulletin does include the following warning in
bold print:
The compliance time is for unmodified airplanes and represents
the maximum allowable time. Airplanes that have been modified to
alter the airplane design, gross weight, or airplane performance,
may need to be inspected sooner. Examples of common supplemental type certificates (STCs) include vortex generators, wing cuffs,
STOL kits, wing tips, and add-on wing fuel tanks. Contact the
STC holder for revised inspection intervals.
continued on Page 95 
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AIRCRAFT & CONTINENTAL ENGINES
Continental Crankcase

Cylinder Options from RAM

Continental Permold Crankcase

Continental Engines:
• O/IO-470
• IO-520
• IO-550
• GTSIO-520
• TSIO-550
Call for Full Pricing!

Tagged with 8130 - Can be studded
to order for an additional fee.

Crankcase.....Exchange ..............$4,900*

PMA Oil Pump Components
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Pump Housing .. Replaces 632977 .......$1,650

... Replaces 631056A1 ...$996
Pressure Regulator Kit Replaces 642335A1 ...$50
Plug ................ Replaces 532432 .......$10

Repaired (Nickel Bore):
IO-520............. P/N 658552A4 ........$695
TSIO-520......... P/N 658552A2 ........$695
Overhauled (Nickel Bore):
IO-520............. P/N CL71.4-232 ......$1,224
TSIO-520......... P/N CL71.4-231 ......$1,134
New Superior Millennium:
IO-520........ P/N SA52006-A20P......$1,491
TSIO-520.... P/N SA52006-A22P......$1,459

Tach Drive Housing

Exhaust Heat Shroud

Cessna/Piper 160hp STC
ENGINE AND AIRFRAME AUTHORIZATION STC
Lycoming - Increase 150 hp to 160 hp

PMA-New Internal Gears

Nose Bowls
RAM nose bowls are sized with larger air inlets and
serve as PMA replacements for Cessna’s later-model
airplanes and upgrades for early Cessnas.

PMA-New........ P/N 2273-1 .............$2,502*

Fuel Pump Blade

Gears for Continental Engines

Camshaft ........Replaces 656818..... $850
Crank ..............Replaces 657175..... $395
Large Crank ....Replaces 656991..... $896
Tach Drive.......Replaces 535900..... $105
Tach Driven.....Replaces 535908..... $550
Oil Pump Drive ...Replaces 631075..... $960
Oil Pump Driven ..Replaces 631016..... $695

Induction Tubes

Coupler Hose ....Replaces 642917-1....... $12

Pump Blade ....Replaces 635549..... $48

Fuel Pressure Diaphram

Airbox to Turbo Replaces 102-389007-3... $110
Duct ................
Intercooler to Wye Replaces 102-389004-3 .... $118
Duct ................
Servo to Intercooler
Replaces 102-389003-3... $119
Duct ................

Intake & Exhaust Clamps

Cessna 172:

Applicable Engine:
Lycoming O-320-E2D

Piper PA-28:

Heat Shroud ....... Replaces 0851053-5....$228

PMA-New Thru-Bolt Kits
Complete Overhaul Kits

O/IO-470, IO/TSIO-520,
IO/TSIO-550, GTSIO-520
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Applicable Engines:
Lycoming O-320-E3D,
Regulator Diaphram... Replaces 636207 ....$275
-E2A
Fuel Panel Access Gasket
The most practical time to apply these STCs is during a
normal TBO overhaul. The STCs were originally engineered
to allow these models of O-320 engines to burn 100-octane
fuel.
STC - Engine Horsepower ...................... $295
STC - Airframe Engine Installation .......... $295

Buy one piece or the entire system
Cessna • Beechcraft • Cirrus • Piper

PMA-New Control Cables
Twin Cessna Engine Control Cables

Cables in stock
and ready to ship!
Cessna 414A

Throttle ........... P/N 1220-21 ...........$950
Prop ................ P/N 1220-25 ...........$1,100
Mixture ........... P/N 1220-23 ...........$900
Alt. Air ............. P/N 1622-9 .............$1,115
Cowl Flap........ P/N 1820-8 .............$2,071

PMA Camshaft
Legendary RAMCAM

3% increase in efficiency. Eligible for most 520 /
550 Continental engines. Oversize available.

Reground ........ Replaces 653058A1 ...$800*

Cessna 414A
LH Riser .......... P/N A9910295-13-NP ....$738
RH Riser.......... P/N A9910295-14-NP ....$738
Slip Joint......... P/N 1001-3 .............$319
Turbo Wye ....... P/N 8226-11 ...........$1,813
LH Elbow......... P/N 1995-1 .............$635
RH Elbow ........ P/N 1995-2 .............$635
Wastegate Elbow .... P/N HWS340414-95 .....$623
Tail Pipe .......... P/N HWS340414-2 ....$914
Turbo Bracket.... P/N 2032-1-NP ......$597
Wastegate Overboard ... P/N 1967-7 .............$242

Magneto Air Filter

Cessna 402C... P/N 470908-9013 ...$1,050*
LH 340/A-414/A ... P/N 470908-9012 ...$1,050*
RH 340/A-414/A ... P/N 470908-9013 ...$1,050*
Baron 58P/TC.. P/N 470892-9002 ...$1,400*

Tempest Oil Filters

Baron 58P ...... P/N 481008-9022... $1,155*
C206/207/210 .. P/N

AA48108-2......................................... $24
AA48109 ............................................ $24
AA48111 ............................................ $24

470688-9007... $1,420*

Cessna 402C .. P/N 470836-9021... $1,155*
Cessna 421 .... P/N 470836-9003... $1,155*

Propellers
Upgrade your props!

Complete airplane kits. STC

RAM SureStand Baffle Seals

Beechraft Baron..............................$483
Twin Cessna (add $20 for 421) .......$483

Cessna 402C, 414A, 421C, & 425
P/N 1556-1 .....Replaces 5122020-19 ... $120
P/N 1556-2 .....Replaces 5122021-5 ..... $120
P/N 1556-3 .....Replaces 5122021-6 ..... $120
P/N 1556-4 .....Replaces 5122012-5 ..... $120
P/N 1556-5 .....Replaces 5122010-4 ..... $120
P/N 1556-6 .....Replaces 5122020-4 ..... $120

Overhauled Turbo Controllers

PMA-New Baffle Seal Kits

Available for Twin Cessnas,
Cessna 172 / 172 / 180 /
185 / 206 / 207 / 210
Beech Barons & Bonanzas

Overhauled Wastegates

Conversion kits and new engines available. Call for details!

Exhaust Components

IO-520-BB....... Replaces EQ7005 .......$595
IO-550-N ......... Replaces EQ7276 .......$599
GTSIO-520 ...... Replaces EQ7069 .......$1,413
TSIO-520-NB... Replaces EQ7030 .......$595

Band Clamp ......P/N 2265-210-SH ......$98
V-Band ............P/N 2274-40..............$180
Exhaust Seal...P/N 2535-200............$118
Airbox Clamp ..P/N 2066-3................$134
Hose Clamp ....P/N 1170-2................$10
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Air Filter ............P/N 1396-2.............. $83

Cessna T206/T207/T210.....$10,990
Cessna 340/A-414/A...........$31,196
Cessna 421B/C ...................$30,773
Prices are subject to change without notice.
*Core charges apply.
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Regulatory Civics
By JOSEPH CORRAO

Comment Strategy, Part 1:
Networking for Success
A well-crafted comment is more valuable if it is seen by influencers and decisionmakers.

I

n our last installment, we discussed comment basics.
If your comment is clearly written, relates to the agency’s
rulemaking proposal or action, is fact-based rather than mostly emotional, is supported by references to facts that the agency
can look up or easily verify, and if your stake in the outcome is
clearly identified in your comment, some agency personnel will
want to listen.
Unfortunately, the agency personnel in charge of the project
may be more interested in finalizing the rule than in adjusting it
based on your comments. In the United States, federal agency
rulemaking managers’ annual bonuses are typically tied to project completion, not to the quality of the work.
You can increase the likelihood that your comment will influence the agency by giving personnel in the trenches “top cover”
in their efforts to take your points into account.

You can increase the likelihood
that your comment will
influence the agency by giving
personnel in the trenches “top
cover” in their efforts to take
your points into account.
Top cover
Top cover comes in many forms. Although the federal
agencies that make rules concerning civil aviation in the U.S.
are in the executive branch and take their directions, ultimately,
from the president, agency leaders understand well that their
money comes from Congress. The same is generally true of civil
aviation agencies around the world. Policy choices are made by
the executive and money comes from the legislature.
Adding a carbon copy (CC) line to your comment and sending it to your representatives in the legislature—the House and
Senate in the United States—can have a powerful impact. This
is especially true if any of your legislators, in either chamber, sit
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on a committee that has jurisdiction over civil aviation matters.
You don’t even have to know whether they do; the folks
who read your comments will know. Astute legislators want
to support the people who vote them into office, and astute
agency managers want to support legislators who influence
agency funding.
It may not help as much to CC someone in the executive
branch of government, since the agency exists in the executive
branch, so your comments go there anyway.

Networking
Legislators are not your only valuable “top cover.” Your peers
in the industry across the country probably share your point of
view. Their comments can help your cause and theirs. Your suppliers and your customers all stand to gain when the regulations
that apply to you are crafted to achieve the optimum balance
between benefit and cost.
Consider encouraging these folks to submit their own comments supporting your position, and to copy their congresspersons when they do so.
When it comes to comments, more is often—but not
always—better. More is better when commenters each speak
from their own experience, highlight their own interest in the
issue, cite facts from their own knowledge, and write in their
own voice.
Local, state, regional, and national politicians who weigh in
with logical justifications for thoughtful recommendations can
have an outsized impact in bringing your point of view to the
agency. So can service clubs like the Rotary and Kiwanis, affinity
groups like the Cessna Flyer Association, and anyone else you
can influence to submit a comment on your issue.
What to do…and what not to do
On the other hand, more comments are not better when
they do not reflect each commenter’s experience, interest,
knowledge, and voice. Mass-produced comments that all use
the same words, phrases, facts, and arguments or, even worse,
are all identical except for the commenter’s name, are typically
grouped by agency personnel and treated as one comment for
purposes of evaluation.
Don’t waste your time organizing a mass email campaign.
Your time is better spent identifying legislators to copy on

MBisanz via Wikimedia

your comments and inviting your professional peers, suppliers, customers, community leaders, and friends to submit their own
comments supporting your position in their
own words.
Next time: Comment Strategy, Part 2
 JOSEPH CORRAO is an aviation
attorney, former aviation association VP
for regulatory and international affairs, and
U.S. government regulatory specialist. He
has represented industry and government
interests in, and chaired, managed, or staffed,
many federal advisory bodies including more
than a dozen subcommittees and working
groups of FAA’s Aviation Rulemaking Advisory
Committee and FAA Aviation Rulemaking
Committees, TSA’s Transportation Security
Advisory Committee, ICAO’s Helicopter/
Tiltrotor Study Group, and FAA's Aircraft
Certification Joint Harmonization Working
Group in partnership with European civil
aviation authorities. The views expressed in
these “Regulatory Civics” columns are Mr.
Corrao’s and not necessarily those of the
Cessna Flyer Association nor Cessna Flyer
magazine. Send questions or comments to
editor@cessnaflyer.org.
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Controllers have an impressive amount
of tools at their disposal to help pilots
in need. Whether you have a seemingly
routine question or a full-blown
in-flight emergency, don’t be afraid to
ask a controller for help!
By Robert Marks

I

n the last two installments, we’ve
covered the basics of ATC, and
some hints to help you overcome
any anxiety about dealing with
the disembodied voices coming in
through your headset.
This time around, let’s look at the resources ATC brings to the table as your
unseen, but very talkative, crewmember.
You may be surprised to know that most
controllers are not pilots. For me, it
helped to have some familiarity with the
system before becoming a controller, but
even controllers who have never been in
an airplane are superbly trained to assist
you and keep that ever-watchful eye open
for trouble.

ATC in training
Your ground-based sidekicks go
through a very structured training
program, with the same basic format
pilots use: train, evaluate, checkride.
Like flying, there is a ton of information
to assimilate, and the training program
incorporates classroom work, usually
followed up by a simulator-based phase.
Upon successful completion of sim
training, the “developmental,” like a
half-baked loaf of bread, heads out to
the actual control room floor. They are
assigned a trainer and a backup trainer.
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Hilarity ensues, at least for the trainer
and the rest of us that have already been
through the wringer. Not so much for the
hapless trainee. Book knowledge does
not, and never will, replace experience.
When you feel overwhelmed by just
talking to ATC, just remember these
nuggets:
• A trainee was issuing his first
clearance to a real airplane. He omitted
the squawk, frequency, and altitude.
The trainer gently said, “Squawk,
frequency, and altitude.” The trainee
dutifully keyed up and told the airplane
to “Squawk frequency and altitude.” I
saw you do it, Tony!
• A trainee was going to work Air
Force One for the first time. We were
briefed, and the supervisor was dutifully
plugged into our overhead console to listen in. The data block showed, “A1,” and
the presidential pilot checked in as “Air
Force One, at FL330.” The radar trainee
responded, “American One Heavy” to the
President’s pilots.
You get the idea, some ATC types are
hardly the Oracle of Perfection, so don’t
be intimidated.
At L.A. Center, where I started, it
took two to five years to train to the lofty
“Full Performance Level” designation. It’s
called “Certified Professional Controller”
now, after the Division of Meaningless
Title Changes got hold of it.
Air traffic controllers work as hard
as you did to get where they are. They
have a unique skill set that comes in
handy when the flight deck gets busy, or
you are uncertain about some aspect of
your flight.
Let’s go over some tips you can use
and remember that good Crew Resource
Management includes using your unseen
crewmember(s).

A helper on the flight deck
The ATC system has many safety features designed into it through
automation. Some are the commonly
known ones like Minimum Safe Altitude
Warning (MSAW), Conflict Alert (CA),
and auto warnings for the 7500, 7600,
and 7700 codes.
All have indications right there in the
data block, warning that you and I may
make the cover of Newsweek if we don’t
do something fast, as well as an aural
alert that you’ve probably heard in the
background of radio transmissions.
Other safety features are as simple
and basic as handing a strip of paper

sequentially around to each controller
handling a particular flight, or flipping a
light switch in the TRACON that turns a
light bulb on in the tower to tell the local
controller to stop a departure at 2,000
feet. These simple procedures have been
used at little airports, like LAX.
From the time you start talking to
ATC, you have a helper on the flight
deck. Unfamiliar or confused by complex
taxi instructions? Ask your unseen crewmember for a progressive taxi, or simply

Local knowledge
Controllers are your on-frequency experts about real-time weather conditions,
terrain, vectoring altitudes, other area
airports, ride reports, and sometimes
sports scores. If you are in IMC, your
unseen crewmember has the minimum
vectoring altitudes memorized, and at
radar facilities, they have a map available
that can be brought up at a moment’s
notice. It looks like this example from the
Van Nuys/Burbank area.

Minimum vectoring altitudes
near Van Nuys and Burbank.

say “I’m confused, please slow down,
and repeat.” ATC has no vested interest
in having you blunder out onto an active
or inactive runway, or taxi head-on into
opposite direction traffic. Speak up.
Assert yourself.
I know what you’re thinking. You’ve
done that and gotten scolded, yelled at, or
suffered radio shaming.
I can’t argue with you there; it’s
happened to me, too. ATC is no different
from any other career field. There are as
many personalities as there are stars in
the sky. Some are imploded black holes…
no question. And the natural reaction is
to say, “I won’t fess up again.”
Do your best to look at that as the
exception; that someone was having
a bad day. If there is weather, or your
ill-tempered and unseen crewmember is
on the “quick turn” (off at 11 p.m., back
at 7 a.m.), try to cut them some slack.
Above all, don’t continue engaging on the
frequency. Stay classy.

Minimum vectoring altitudes are used
by controllers to maintain safe separation from terrain. Usually, it is 2,000 feet
above mountainous terrain. In my old
area, Burbank, we had a waiver down to
1,000 feet. Either way, it keeps you out
of the hills and both of us off the “Live at
Five” evening news.
Having an altitude available below a
minimum en route altitude (MEA) helps
tremendously in a busy mountainous
area. For example, V459 near DARTS
has an MEA of 7,000 feet, but when I
(working as a controller) issued direct
DARTS or “Fly heading 140,” I could
instantly bring an airplane down to 6,000
feet, and in short order to 4,300, then
3,000. The MEA is no longer controlling
the minimum instrument altitude.
So, why all this detail? To show you
the hidden talents and abilities of that
unseen crewmember!
When you get VFR flight following
from an approach control, the code they
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give you is usually one that auto-suppresses the Minimum Safe Altitude
Warning (MSAW) system. MSAW is
designed to keep aircraft from hitting
terrain. If you are VFR, that is squarely your responsibility. But what about
those dark, scary nights in unfamiliar
mountainous territory?
Well, it’s still your responsibility
not to smack the ground, but you can
request “MSAW processing” that will
alert the controller with an MSAW alert
just like if you were IFR. But you have
to ask for that. Just tell ATC you want
terrain alerts.

Emergencies
So far, this has been all about routine
and normal operations. But when the
solid waste material hits the prop, that is
where your ATC pal becomes your best
friend for life.
It’s time to talk about the E-word.
One of the most frustrating things to
me as a controller and a pilot is the reluctance to, and sometimes fear of, declaring
an emergency. I handled at least two
dozen emergencies and know of about a
hundred more.
Of those, only one was ever flagged
for follow-up investigation, and that
emergency was caused by an overabundance of air in the fuel tanks. The
pesky FAA wanted to know how that
happened. Almost always, it was just a
phone call to the facility to make sure
you are OK.
If any of you attended my tours at
SoCal TRACON, you’ll remember my
definition. An emergency exists when
the safe outcome of the flight is in doubt.
In that sense, an emergency is a state
of mind. You’re scared, you’re unsure,
you’re in an emergency. If it was that
easy, that would be the end of this article.
But it isn’t that easy.
From my perspective, human nature
(especially with pilot/controller personality types) resists asking for the help
that was needed 15 minutes earlier. Also,
human nature tends to downplay the
seriousness of a situation to the point of
omitting critical facts.
A case in point is the Pinnacle Airlines
ferry flight that lost both engines trying
to get to FL410 with just the two pilots on
board. The subsequent stall took them
through FL380 where six airports were
in gliding distance.
The pilots represented to ATC that it
was a single engine failure. At 13,000 feet,
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Emergency aircraft
as viewed on a
controller's scope.

an APU restart was attempted, and it
failed. ATC still thinks it’s a single engine
failure, and there were four airports in
deadstick range. By the time the pilots
came clean that the CRJ had been a
glider the whole time, it was too late to
do anything. The aircraft crashed behind
homes, killing the pilots, only 2 miles
from an airport.
Passengers, don’t lie to your pilot
about your weight. Pilots, don’t lie to your
controller about an emergency. Good
CRM dictates you give us all the info.
A lesser-known fact is that the
controller can declare the emergency on
your behalf, whether you like it or not.
Now, why is that?
When there is an emergency, it opens
a whole brand-new controller toolbox
that is named “Get Me Out of This!”
Aircraft separation becomes fluid, and
the controller can run you straight to
the airport without having to be worried
about getting flagged for a “deal,” or loss
of separation.
Of course, we would still be moving
other aircraft out of your way, but if

we had 2 miles instead of the required
3, meh, I was busy with an emergency.
Here’s one example.
You’re in IMC, on the downwind for
the ILS 16R into Van Nuys at the MVA,
5,000 feet. Your engine starts running rough, to the point you’re losing
airspeed to keep altitude. The vector is
taking you away from the airport. You
mention the engine to the controller
but decline to declare an emergency.
Your controller is stuck.
They still have to keep you in the
arrival sequence, and a few minutes later,
your stall horn starts to go off. Then,
poof, the engine goes quiet. Basic aerodynamics now takes over from ATC and
assigns you the ground as your altitude.
You declare an emergency, engine out,
immediate turn to the airport. But you
are at the MVA!
Never fear, my nascent glider
student, once the E-word is in play, one
of the coolest things in the now-open
controller toolbox is a diagram called
the Emergency Obstruction Video Map,
or EOVM.

A controller has access
to an EOVM map in the
case of emergency.
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Air traffic controllers
work as hard as you did
to get where they are.
They have a unique skill
set that comes in handy
when the flight deck
gets busy, or you are
uncertain about some
aspect of your flight.
Notice how much lower these
altitudes are than the MVA map from
earlier. That’s because there is no buffer
built into these altitudes and the ground/
obstructions. Once the E-word is uttered,
or Mayday, you will get “suggested”
headings with callouts of the terrain and
obstacles we depict.
Fun Fact: In this case, “suggested”
means “do this now!” The lawyers made
me say “suggested,” but they aren’t in the
airplane. If they were, they’d agree with me.
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I’ve vectored aircraft in an emergency right through the Newhall Pass,
and down to a safe landing. But I needed
someone to say the E-word. That can be
you, me, or the aircraft operator/owner.

Controllers sometimes know best
Here’s another story. In Southern
California, we go through extended
periods of clear and a million weather, but then we hit the May gray and
June gloom months, and a layer of
solid clouds moves in early evening
and hangs around until midmorning or
later. The layer is considerable, with
bases at 1,500 feet msl and tops 4,500
feet msl or so.
I had a Beechcraft Baron VFR above
the cloud layer, asking for the ILS into
Van Nuys. He sounded proficient, so I
issued the clearance and turned him
onto base leg, then final. “Maintain
5,000 (MVA) until established, cleared
ILS Runway 16 Right.”
The pilot leveled at 5,500, and I
thought maybe he was cloud-shy after an
IFR layoff. KADIE, the FAF, was 4,300
feet msl on a 3.99-degree glideslope but
the Baron was still at 5,500 feet and fast.

I asked if he wanted me to break him
out and come around again, but the pilot
declined and said they’d get down.
Technically they did, but it involved
a multi-turn spin with a level-off at 2,700
feet in a 5,000-foot MVA area. They got in
safe and sound.
For our purposes, the lesson here
is to let the controller know if you need
more time, or how else we can help you.
It is gut-wrenching to watch something
like what happened to the Baron on a
scope. It aged me, and I’m sure also the
pilot and his passengers. Tell us what
you need, I’d give you a 30-mile final if
you wanted it.

Flight following
Even in clear blue sky, I use ATC
flight following religiously, just for the
extra set of eyes. Why not? It is excellent
Crew Resource Management, and you
never know when you will need extra help
or just an update on how those miracle
Padres are doing.
The clearest example I have of the
value of flight following even on “routine” local flights was a Piper Cherokee
westbound toward Burbank at 6,500

feet msl. About 6 miles west of El Monte
airport (San Gabriel Valley Airport,
KEMT), carb ice plugged up his engine
and it was game on.
Since I already knew who he was,
we didn’t have to waste time with all the
preliminaries. It was an instant turn back
to the closest airport (KEMT), notify law
enforcement and fire department, plus
tons of help from my colleagues with airport info, weather, and coordinating with
El Monte tower.
That all happened within 90 seconds.
That is not possible if you are not talking
to ATC already. The pilot had difficulty
spotting El Monte’s asphalt runway in the
urban sprawl. The pilot, understandably
so, was becoming more and more anxious
as the altimeter wound down.
But I was a talking fellow human and
unseen crewmember leading him to an
airport he’d never seen before. In the
meantime, I’m holding an Eagle Flight for
LAX, and I had several others on frequency that knew it was time to remain silent.
If, however, you ever find yourself
listening to a drama unfold like this one,
and you have local knowledge that can
help someone spot an airport or an idea

about what may be wrong, speak up.
My near-frantic captain was descending through 2,500 and getting
ready to turn on me when one pilot said,
“Look for the lakes north of the field...”
Bingo. That eventually got our suffocated Cherokee into El Monte safely. It was
a textbook power-off landing according
to the relieved El Monte controllers and
Ice Pilot. (To hear an audio recording of
this ATC interaction, please go to https://
youtu.be/sx_-W3Pn6UM)

Stay aware!
Before I let you switch frequencies
on me for this month, the last thing I
want to mention is we need you all to
look out for us too. A title or perceived
ultimate authority does not bestow
infallibility. Keep your own awareness of
the general terrain you are in, listen up
for traffic calls, and if traffic is issued at
7,000 and you are climbed to 7,000, ask
for confirmation.
If there is adverse weather you are
hearing about along your route of flight,
ask about it. If something doesn’t sound
right, or you aren’t sure about a clearance, speak up. Check your own charts

with any route or altitude clearance, and
make sure both work for you.
I hope you now have a better idea of
what your chatty unseen crewmember
can do for you in addition to all the routine ATC stuff. Go to YouTube, and look
for “Archie League Awards,” where you
will be treated to actual voice recordings
of controllers assisting pilots in trouble.
It’s a great recognition program the
National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA) started years ago and illustrates real-life accounts of the resource
you have at the push of a transmit button!
Next time: real-life stories of the
greatest job in the world.
 ROBERT MARKS has been a
pilot for over 40 years and holds a
commercial multi-engine certificate
and instrument rating. He is a retired
air traffic controller and currently
works as a writer, producer, and
director for King Schools. His
home airport is Montgomery-Gibbs
Executive Airport (KMYF), in San
Diego, California. Send questions or
comment to editor@cessnaflyer.org.
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A thorough review of aircraft records should be
followed by a pre-purchase mechanical inspection by
a shop familiar with the nuances of Twin Cessnas.
By John Miller
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O

nce you have decided that you
are going to make the move
to a Cessna twin and you
have narrowed it down to a
model or a group of models,
you need to plan for a proper
pre-purchase inspection. There are specific steps to a pre-purchase that should
be followed to give you the best odds at
finding the right aircraft.

Logbook review
The first step should always be a
thorough review of the entire logbook
and maintenance records packet. A good
number of aircraft for sale have complete
digital copies of the records available.
So many things can be learned by going
through all the records.
Of course, the airframe, engine, and
propeller logs need to be examined carefully, but don’t skip the Airworthiness
Directive listings, all the FAA Form 337s,
the complete weight and balance, and
all the available FAA Form 8130-3s for
accessories.

One of the most
important things to
look for is damage
history that may not
have been disclosed
in the for-sale ad.
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Damage history
One of the most important things to
look for is damage history that may not
have been disclosed in the for-sale ad.
How do you find undisclosed damage
history? There are red flags to look for.
For instance, keep an eye out for propeller overhauls or engine teardowns that
don’t occur at the expected intervals. If
a propeller is overhauled twice within a
small number of hours, dig deeper.
Look in the airframe log and the
FAA Form 337s for sheet metal repairs.
FAA Certified Repair stations only need
to make entries in the logbooks, and
do not need to complete the FAA Form
337 for a Major Repair. An A&P must
complete the FAA Form 337, but might
not put it in the logbooks.
An aircraft with damage history
loses value. When you are buying an
aircraft that has damage history, the
repairs can and should be inspected.
If everything has been repaired properly, the aircraft will look and operate
normally. Remember, though, when
you go to sell the aircraft, the next
buyer will expect the price to reflect
the damage history.

follow us
4912 SOUTH COLLINS • ARLINGTON MUNICIPAL AIRPORT • ARLINGTON, TX 76018
800-759-4295 • FAX 817-468-7886 • e-mail: acsales@vanbortel.com • www.vanbortel.com
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Editor’s note: To ensure you’re getting
the full picture, order the FAA Aircraft
Records CD for $10 directly from the FAA.
It includes Form 337s, registration history,
liens, lien releases, and sale history. Other
companies, including Aero-Space Reports in
partnership with AOPA, offer an expedited
records service for around $100.
Location history
A review of the logs (and registration
records from the FAA) will give you some
hints of where the aircraft has been. If it
has been in coastal or island areas for any
long periods, the airframe needs to be inspected for corrosion. Some corrosion is
repairable or treatable, but some cannot
be economically taken care of and can be
detrimental to the safety of the aircraft.
Repair history
Look for multiple alternator and/or
regulator changes. This may indicate
an intermittent wiring problem somewhere in the airframe that cannot be
found. This can apply to other systems
also, like pressurization, landing gear,
or avionics. If you see multiple repairs
to the same system, ask your pre-purchase inspector to take an especially
close look at that system.
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A review of the logs
(and registration
records from the FAA)
will give you some
hints of where the
aircraft has been.
Spend money to save money
Compared to moving or traveling to
the aircraft to complete a pre-purchase
inspection, doing a review of the logs and
other records is a bargain. Depending on
the age and the total time of the Cessna
twin-engine aircraft, a complete review
of digital logs can take eight to 10 hours.
If the log review can prevent you from
spending a lot of money looking at the
wrong aircraft, it is worth the investment.

Pre-purchase inspection
If the review of the logs went well,
a pre-purchase inspection should be

planned. Pre-purchase inspections can
be as simple as a courtesy look at the
aircraft, to as thorough as a complete
annual inspection and beyond. Always
insist on a thorough inspection.
The best plan is to start the inspection with the big-money areas. The
engines should be looked at first. If they
don’t check out, decide whether the
expense of fixing them will be worth it.
If the engines check out, or you can bear
the expense to fix or replace, move on
to the landing gear and the rest of the
aircraft from there.
Editor’s note: If you plan to follow a
phased inspection plan as the author suggests, make sure you clearly communicate
to the inspecting shop that you would like
to be informed of results as each phase is
completed.
If all looks good and a deal can be
made, the pre-purchase can easily be
turned into an annual.
Aircraft can be purchased in many
different conditions. It may be advantageous to you to find an aircraft with
low airframe total time, but high-time
engines.
It might be a good deal if the engines
are still in sound condition and you can
fly them for a couple of years before you
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have the expense of overhaul. Buying an
aircraft in this condition allows you to
control where and how the engines are
done. Of course, the aircraft price must
reflect run-out engines.
This same thought process can apply
to avionics, paint, and the interior. These
items, along with the engines, are the
big four as far as major costs you can
face with any aircraft. Buying an aircraft
without any of these four items being
serviceable is most likely not a good deal.
An aircraft with some or all these
things recently updated might be best for
you. If you find something with all four
done, you will pay for it. In that case, the
important thing is that you know that
repairs and updates were all made in a
quality manner.
Where the pre-purchase takes place
and who completes that inspection must
be worked out with the seller. It might
be best for you to have your home shop
(or a shop that you are comfortable with)
do the inspection. (Cessna Flyer strongly
recommends having a pre-purchase inspection performed by someone other than the
mechanic or shop that has been servicing the
aircraft. —Ed.)
They must be experienced with twin
Cessnas to complete a good pre-purchase. If twin Cessnas are not their
strong suit, it does not mean they cannot
take care of the aircraft for you in the
future. Find an experienced shop to do
the pre-purchase and include your shop
in the process. Going through a complete
inspection with experienced people is
great training.
Never bypass a pre-purchase
because the aircraft just had an annual
inspection. As much as we all want to
believe everyone does great inspections
and fixes everything that is wrong with
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every aircraft they work on, it is just not
so. There are good shops and not-sogood shops. There are good mechanics
and not-so-good mechanics. A good
pre-purchase will determine which one
has been doing maintenance on the
aircraft you've chosen.
For most people, this will be one of
the major investments you will make
in your life. A good inspection on this
purchase will be money well spent and
save you from a lot of grief when you
are supposed to be enjoying flying your
new aircraft.
 JOHN MILLER started his aviation
journey in 1967 in the Navy. After leaving
the service, he attended Spartan School
of Aeronautics. In 1973, he began working
on General Aviation aircraft at a Cessna
Service Center in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
His next posts were as director of
maintenance; first for a Part 135
operation and later for a freight company.
Both had fleets of Cessna twins. In 2004,
he founded his own company in Merrill,
Wisconsin, and was a Cessna Service
Facility for seven years. He retired in
2014, and now works part-time for Kubick
Aviation Services. Send questions or
comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.
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The regulations require you to have your AFM/POH on board during flight.
It’s also a handy resource to review if you are planning to fly close to your
Cessna’s limits. By Kristin Winter

rom the first flights on the flight plan toward
a private pilot certificate, we are introduced
to the term “airworthiness” and shot with the
A.R.R.O.W. (Now just A.R.O.W. since the Federal
Communications Commission dropped the
requirement for the radio station license). This useful mnemonic covers the airworthiness documentation required to be in
the aircraft during flight. This article will look at the “O,” often
taught as standing for Operator’s Manual, but is more precisely
Operational Limitations.
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Regulations
FAR 91.9 prohibits pilots from operating without complying with the limitations published by the manufacturer. The
certification regulations require that the
limitations be made available to the pilot,
which only makes sense. If the aircraft
is certified with an approved manual, it
must be in the aircraft.
The concept of aircraft limitations
and communicating them to the pilots
is not particularly new, though it has
evolved over time. The requirement for
the assessment of a design’s limitations,
and communications of same, go back to
at least the Civil Air Regulations brought
about by the Civil Aeronautics Act of
1938. Up until Feb. 1, 1965, CAR, Section
3 governed the certification of light
aircraft.
After that date, it was FAR Part
23, more formally known as 14 CFR
Part 23. Most of the common light
aircraft that have been around for the
last half-century were certified under
CAR 3, not FAR Part 23. Even quite a
few mechanics do not understand the
certification basis of the planes they
are working on and often seek to apply
standards that are not applicable.
AFMs, POHs, and placards
In the early 1970s, the industry,
through the General Aviation Manufacturing Association, of which Cessna was
a member, standardized the Airplane
Flight Manuals (AFM) so that they all
had the same format. Each chapter presents the same category of information,
regardless of the make or model. For
example, Section 2 is always the Limitations section.
The AFMs contain the operating
limitations, which is the only FAA-approved section, and other information
that is provided only for reference by the
manufacturer.
Today, an Aircraft Flight Manual
(AFM), is the most common way of
satisfying the “O” requirement. But back
half a century, Cessna certified a number
of aircraft with placards, rather than an
AFM, denoting the operational limitations. Cessna supplemented the placards
with an “Owner’s Manual.” Those original owner’s manuals provided information on systems, charts, and provided
checklists, etc.
When GAMA standardized the
format of the manuals, Cessna published
an expanded, and GAMA-compliant,
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avionics. Those of you
with a stack of modern
avionics in the panel
should have a raft of
supplemental AFMs in
your aircraft. If they
are in a filing cabinet
at home, you are not
in compliance with
the FARs.
As the generic
copies of the POH are
not serial number
specific, it is questionable whether one
could be substituted
for the one that
comes with the
aircraft, though the
information, other
than the weight
and balance, is the
same as the AFM.
However,
Cessna styles
their AFM as the
“Pilot’s Operating
Handbook and
FAA Approved
Aircraft Flight
Manual.” Clearly,
they are using
the same format
with the same information, save the above exceptions.
manual, and christened it the “Pilot’s
Operating Handbook:” POH for short.
The moniker caught on. POH has come
to refer to all aircraft manuals meant
for pilots, regardless of the make of the
aircraft.
The place to look to find out whether
your aircraft must have an AFM onboard is the Type Certificate Data Sheet
(TCDS) which sets forth the certification
parameters of an aircraft. It will also set
forth the placards that were required to
be posted to advise the pilot of certain
limitations or other information.
You can save yourself the trip to the
TCDS if your Cessna was produced after
about 1978; a POH/AFM is required.

Additional AFMs
The type design is not the only
potential source of a requirement for an
AFM. Supplemental Type Certificates
often come with AFM supplements that
are also required to be in the aircraft.
The most common of these are for
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Using the performance charts
The section of the AFM/POH or
Owner’s Manual—as the case may be—
that gets the most use is the performance charts. These are probably most
heavily used during training and not so
much thereafter for us small General
Aviation pilots.
The airlines and many corporate operators are running the numbers all the
time, but with the smaller performance
ranges and generally operating from
airports meant for bigger planes, it is
typically not as necessary for GA pilots
to refer to the performance charts for
every flight.
However, for those times when you
are planning a flight that takes you closer
to the aircraft’s limitations, there are a
few cautions to consider when making
your calculations. In short, the performance charts must be taken with a grain
of salt. Likely, they are optimistic.
The engineering department is
forever under pressure from marketing

and management to come up with good
numbers. Good performance figures
sell airplanes. This is not limited to
the cruise speed; which, if too optimistic, probably won’t get anyone killed.
Things like takeoff over a 50-foot obstacle or accelerate-stop distance could
have more dire consequences if caution
is not exercised.
Even if the performance figures are
not deliberately optimistic, it is important
to keep in mind that they are determined with a test airplane that has been
petted and tweaked by the engineering
department and flown by an expert test
pilot. Further, the test conditions are not
always very realistic.
The accelerate-stop distance for a
twin-engine airplane is a good example. The method used to determine the
accelerate-stop distance is using a new
plane, good brakes, good tires, and dry
pavement. The test pilot stands on the
brakes until full power is reached and
then accelerates to Vmc, pulling the
power and braking hard.
How many real-world takeoffs fit
this profile? Not many! A normal rolling
takeoff is one where the power is applied
smoothly. Then add a startle factor of
half a second or so if a real failure occurs.
In the real world, 50% to 100% should
be added to the book figure of accelerate-stop.
As an example, I once had a nose
baggage door pop open on a twin, just as
I rotated. With the aircraft now in the
air, I reduced the throttles almost to idle,
pulled the flaps, and landed the aircraft. I
used all of a 6,500-foot runway.
The moral of the story is; keep your
salt shaker handy when making calculations based on the performance charts.
Give yourself a fudge factor knowing
that your skills are not likely as good
as the test pilot’s and your plane has
probably seen a few more miles on it
than the test aircraft.
 KRISTIN WINTER has been an
airport rat for over four decades. She
holds an ATP-SE/ME rating and is a
CFIAIM, AGI, IGI. Winter is an A&P/IA
and reformed aviation defense attorney.
She has over 9,000 hours in various
GA aircraft. She flies professionally,
instructs, and provides purchasing and
operations consulting. She is currently
based in Minnesota. Send questions or
comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.
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Regaining a Lost Skill:
A Work in Progress
After many years of flying VFR-only, Cessna Flyer Association member Glynn
Dennis undertakes a journey to recapture his IFR skills.

O

nce upon a time, in fact
about 15 years ago, I made
the decision to avoid single-pilot IFR. That decision
brought about the lost skill
in the title of this story, and thus, the need
to re-learn that skill.
Maybe I should begin by describing
the circumstances that led to my long
hiatus from flying single-pilot IFR.

The IFR flight
Let’s begin with the airplane itself.
Back then, I owned and flew a 1952 Cessna 170B. It was a capable airplane with
upgrades made to improve both performance and utility. The original Continental O-300 engine with 145 hp was replaced
with a 180 hp Lycoming O-360 engine
with a constant-speed propeller.
Additionally, the panel and its instruments were upgraded with modern (at
least modern for the time) instrumentation laid out in the typical six-pack format.
There were two navcoms with VOR and
glideslope guidance for each one, a DME
(remember those?), and a transponder.
There was no autopilot, no GPS, no moving map, and no magenta line to follow.
During that time, some 15 years ago, a
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fellow pilot and friend was at the Fullerton Municipal Airport (KFUL), southeast
of Los Angeles, and needed a ride home.
I had been looking for a reason to fly
into the complex airspace of southern
California and work on my navigation and
IFR skills in their busy environment. An
old cliché comes to mind: “be careful what
you wish for.”
I began to research and build the
flight plan two or three days before the
actual flight. You know, all that weather
and routing stuff. The outlook forecast
was good, with only a small chance of
marginal conditions along my planned
route. I was excited and looking forward
to the flight. I made another weather
check the night before departure and filed
my flight plan.
The next morning arrived bright and
clear with calm winds. A quick call for an
update briefing and I would be on my way.
Well…yeah…but! A small weather system
was moving onshore and would cross my
planned route between Bakersfield and
Fullerton.
Nothing serious, no ice forecast for my
cruising altitude, and no big buildups that
could bring uncomfortable turbulence;
just the typical spring marine layer and

some higher clouds moving east. The
flight plan would take a little under two
hours and it looked as if I would get 20 or
30 minutes of actual IFR practice on my
way down…perfect!
I arrived at Salinas Municipal Airport
(KSNS) at about 7:45 a.m., loaded my
overnight bag (just in case), confirmed
the fuel tanks were full, completed the
preflight inspection, strapped myself in,
and started the engine.
After completing the runup and before takeoff checks, I requested my clearance and to my surprise, it was almost
exactly as I had filed…piece of cake. Less
than a minute later, I was climbing away
from Salinas and on my way.
Crossing the Avenal VOR at a cruising
altitude of 11,000 feet msl, I saw the first
signs of the weather ahead. I was a little
nervous, but that was normal for me,
and I began to prepare for entering the
clouds. I turned on the pitot heat, verified
that all my instruments were in the green
arcs, carefully trimmed the airplane, and
began to fly by reference to the instruments about 80% of the time, with only an
occasional look outside to confirm what
they were telling me.
Soon, I was in the layer that had been

forecast and I was glad to get the practice.
For the first few minutes I was a little
anxious, but I was soon able to relax and
the flight progressed as planned.
However, the difficulty with flying
single-pilot IFR was about to make
itself known. ATC was on the radio and
wanted to talk. “Cessna 8339A, we have
an amended clearance, advise when ready
to copy.” The details of that amended
clearance are not clear, but I vividly
remember the difficulty I had in executing
the clearance.
There was a low-altitude IFR chart in
my hand, but I could not find the new fix I
was assigned. I scanned the chart, picked
up the right wing, scanned the chart, got
back to the assigned altitude, scanned
the chart, picked up the left wing, and got
back to the heading.
What was the new heading anyway? I
couldn’t find the fix so what was the heading to get there? That technique wasn’t
working, so I asked ATC for a direct
heading to the assigned fix while I sorted
out the details.
While working hard to maintain the
assigned heading and altitude, the fix that
had been eluding me finally appeared on
the chart. The heading that was given to
me by ATC pointed the airplane in the
right direction and made the task much
easier. The next amended clearance from
ATC was much easier to follow. “Cessna
8339A, cleared direct Fullerton.”
Only a few minutes later, the cloud
layer began to thin, the cabin filled with
light, and I was in the sunshine. With
an uneventful final leg into Fullerton, I
landed and taxied to the transient parking
area to meet my friend. That was the last
time I flew single-pilot IFR.

A new plane
A few years passed and I joined the
ranks of the retired. During that time of
my life, I wasn’t flying much and decided
to sell the 170 (big mistake, I still miss that
airplane). A couple more years passed
by and I began flying again, but only in
rented airplanes from the local FBO. It
wasn’t very satisfying, and quite soon I
found myself in the market for a plane of
my own.
In July 2018, a pristine 1959 Cessna
172 became available for purchase, and I
told myself…I gotta have it! When all the
price negotiations were completed, I contacted a local (Ohio local) A&P mechanic
to perform the pre-purchase inspection.

What I had forgotten
and failed to consider
in my practice
flights were the
amended routes and
unpublished holds
that are a very real
part of IFR flight.
A few anxious days later, the A&P called
with good news, and I was once again a
proud airplane owner.
The Cessna lived in Morrow County,
Ohio, which meant a long cross-country
flight was in my immediate future. A
commercial airliner took me to Ohio and
the Cessna owner and his wife picked me
up at the airport. There were the usual
introductions and handshakes (remember
those pre-COVID-19 days?).
We loaded my bags into his car and
drove directly to the hangar in Morrow
County. That’s when I got my first in-person look at the plane. It was better than
advertised! Isn’t that a perfect way to end
a story about buying an airplane? And it
was, I was thrilled.
The flight home, across the country,
took just under four days, and I couldn’t
have been happier with the purchase.
And that brings me to the subject of
the story…(The author’s cross-country
journey is recounted in the July 2020 issue
of Cessna Flyer, “Ohio to California at 95
knots.” —Ed.)

Re-learning a lost skill
Over the past two-plus years (2018
- 2021), the Cessna and I have learned a
lot from each other. We’ve been to pancake breakfast fly-ins, weekend fly-in
events in other states, and simple lunch
trips with friends.
I’ve learned how to keep the spark
plugs from fouling during taxi. I’ve
learned the climb speed that provides the
best performance during those critical
minutes so close to the ground. I’ve also
learned the power and mixture settings
and cruise altitudes that keep the engine
running smooth and cool.

Wait a minute; it looks like I’ve been
doing all the learning. I guess the Cessna
already knew all those things. But we
were both about to learn something new.
When I purchased the Cessna, we
were both VFR-only equipped and
capable. For me, the reason for that was
a lack of recent experience and training.
For the Cessna, the reason was the lack of
equipment suitable for IFR flight.
But there’s a way to fix all of those
shortcomings: training for me, and modern avionics for the Cessna. The equipment for the Cessna was easy. Expensive,
but easy. The training for me would prove
to be more of a challenge.
Why are the avionics upgrades for
the Cessna and additional training for
me important? The reasons relate to the
overall utility of the airplane, and the
ability to operate in a broader range of
weather conditions.
The Cessna spent some time in the
avionics shop and is now well equipped
for light IFR and waiting for me to do my
part. To hold up my end of the bargain, I
made many flights to become familiar and
comfortable with the new equipment. I
practiced tracking course lines, intersecting legs, and entering holding patterns, all
in VFR conditions of course.
A pilot friend has acted as safety
pilot, while I flew with GPS guidance
to a missed approach and then into the
published hold. I thought it was all going
well and felt quite confident. It was time
to schedule a flight with an instructor for
an Instrument Proficiency Check (IPC).
That’s where the house of cards began to
fall.
You see, I made a critical error in my
training and practice routine. I would
load a flight plan into the navigator with a
published approach to the runway in use.
Sometimes there would be a missed approach with a published hold at the end.
Very soon I was able to fly those practice
routes and approaches with a high degree
of accuracy.
What I had forgotten and failed to
consider in my practice flights were the
amended routes and unpublished holds
that are a very real part of IFR flight. My
appointment with the instructor was only
a couple of days away and I felt confident
and prepared. But…surprise! Those
flaws in my practice flights soon showed
themselves.
On the day of my IPC, we began with
a Standard Instrument Departure (SID)
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and then flew to a practice area for the
usual demonstrations of recovery from
unusual attitudes, descending turns,
climbing turns, turns to intercept an
assigned heading, and a hold. That part of
the “checkride” went well and I was feeling confident. This is where the “surprise”
part of the story begins.
I contacted ATC to request an
approach into Salinas with a missed
approach and a hold at MARNA. The
request was granted and we were issued
a clearance for the approach. It went well
and a short time later I was in the hold at
MARNA.
While in the hold, my instructor had
me request the GPS 13 approach back
into Salinas with a circle to land on Runway 31. I loaded the new approach into
the navigator and exited the hold on the
assigned heading given by ATC. So far, so
good. But, less than a minute later, ATC
was on the radio with new instructions,
one of those amended clearances I mentioned earlier. “Cessna 6465E, fly heading
360, maintain 3,200 feet.”
OK, suspend the approach sequencing and set the heading bug to 360…done.

The day began with
my confidence
high, in the middle I
experienced a feeling
of failure, and at
the end, a feeling of
achievement.
Moments later, ATC was back. “Cessna
6465E, turn right heading 090, maintain
3,200 feet.” OK, set the heading bug to
the new heading and maintain 3,200
feet…done.
Again, ATC is on the line. “Cessna
6465E, turn right heading 180, maintain
3,200 feet for traffic avoidance, I’ll get
you back on course when he’s clear.”
That flight became anything but a routine approach to land, and my head was
beginning to swim.
I was falling a little behind the air-

plane, my instrument scan was deteriorating, and I was beginning to fixate on
individual instruments. That fact was
confirmed by my “S” turns through the
assigned heading along with some altitude diversions.
Finally, ATC came back with, “Cessna
6465E, proceed EWTOF direct, maintain
3,200 feet until crossing EWTOF, cleared
for the GPS 13 approach into Salinas,
report established inbound.”
By the way, EWTOF is the initial fix
(IF) for the GPS 13 approach into Salinas.
I input EWTOF into the navigator as a
“direct to” route and turned to follow the
new heading.
Problem No. 1: After arriving at EWTOF, I tried to un-suspend the approach
to get nav guidance to Runway 13, but the
navigator remained suspended and would
not provide the desired guidance for the
approach. As I tried different inputs to
get the navigator to respond, I flew past
the IF without beginning the approach
and ATC was on the line. “Cessna 6465E,
you failed to turn inbound, turn right 270,
maintain 3,200 feet.” Damn!
Problem No. 2: That error to properly
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program the navigator required us to fly
all the way around, via radar vectors from
ATC, and reenter the approach from the
beginning. Several new heading assignments were given by ATC, and about 20
minutes later, we received the clearance
we were waiting for. “Cessna 6465E,
proceed EWTOF direct, maintain 3,200
feet until crossing EWTOF, cleared for
the GPS 13 approach into Salinas, report
established inbound.”
The good news: During all the
vectors to get us back around to begin
the approach, I remembered the proper
method of ending a “direct to” function in
the navigator. It’s simple, but in the high
stress of IFR training, I just plain forgot it.
That was a lesson well learned and I will
not forget it again.
The solution: When the navigator is
responding to a “direct to” input, all the
original nav data is held in suspension
while on that “direct to” route. During
that time, the navigator only provides
routing to that specific point in the sky.
The correct procedure is to remove
the discreet “direct to” input. That removal allows the navigator to un-suspend

and provide the original guidance and
sequencing for the approach. (The author
is flying with a Garmin GNC 355; the inputs
required on your navigator may be different
to accomplish the same result. —Ed.)
We completed the approach to Runway 13 and circled to land on Runway 31
without any further issues. Back in the
hangar, my instructor and I had a hearty
debrief. There were a couple of laughs
and a couple of serious admonitions.
The main advice from the instructor
was to be fully schooled with any and all
instrumentation in the airplane. In the
clouds is no place to be learning how a
critical instrument functions.
My assigned homework: spend some
time on the ground working through
various scenarios similar to what we
experienced that day. Then, in a couple
of days, we’ll go test my new knowledge
on an actual flight. If I can show that I’ve
mastered the navigator and all its functions, my instructor will be comfortable
signing my logbook for the Instrument
Proficiency Check.
That day of flying, part of it in actual
conditions, was both rewarding and

humiliating. The day began with my
confidence high, in the middle I experienced a feeling of failure, and at the end,
a feeling of achievement.
Even though it took several minutes
to diagnose and correct the navigator
error, I was pleased that the “proverbial light bulb” came on and the routing
continued as originally planned. I’ll let
you know if I pass the final flight test,
or if my instructor suggests I sell the
airplane.
Update: The next IPC went as
planned. I don’t have to sell the airplane!
 Glynn Dennis has more than
30 years of flying experience as an
instrument-rated private pilot (airplane
single-engine land and sea). He’s also
a glider pilot. His passion is to share
all the stories and adventures he’s
experienced in General Aviation with his
five grandchildren. When he’s not flying,
Dennis enjoys retirement in Carmel
Valley, California, with his wife of 48
years. Send questions or comments to
editor@cessnaflyer.org.
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The Model 335 was yet another attempt by Cessna to carve out an
additional slice of the General Aviation market. This time, instead
of a slice, they got a sliver.
By Jennifer Dellenbusch

T

he airframe Cessna originally intended to
replace the Model 310 and 320 Skyknight
was dubbed the Model 330. Cessna’s 330
project team was tasked with creating a
pressurized airframe with seating for six.
Unfortunately, the laminar wing of the 330 prototype had a very unpredictable stall characteristic
in nearly all configurations. Although the stall issue
was resolved, the aircraft had additional issues and
the program was scrapped.
In 1970, Cessna resurrected the 330 fuselage
for use in a new program; the Cessna 340. Cessna was convinced that there was a market for an
owner-flown pressurized twin. They were right. The
340 filled a niche between the 310 and the eight-seat
Model 414 and Model 421.
The 340 was certified Oct. 15, 1971, with 285 hp
Teledyne Continental TSIO-520-K or TSIO-520-KB
engines. Pressurization allowed flight at 23,500 feet
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with 10,000-foot cabin altitude.
The 340A followed, and was certified Nov. 19,
1975, with two 310 hp Teledyne Continental TSIO520-N or TSIO-520-NB engines. The complete story
of the development of the 340 is out of the scope of
this article, but it’s been characterized as a “pilot’s
airplane.” In Bill Thompson’s “Cessna: Wings for
the World II,” he describes the 340 as “…a very
straight-forward aircraft that, indeed, can be owner-flown with complete confidence and pleasure.”
In 1979, Cessna certified a non-pressurized
version of the 340, called the Model 335. It was fitted
with Teledyne Continental TSIO-520-EB engines
producing 300 hp. Cessna hoped it would appeal to
the entry-level twin market.
It didn’t appeal to much of anybody. In its first
year of production, the 335 sold only 65 units, comparing poorly to the 340 series, which sold 145 units
during the same time.
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What went wrong? In Thompson’s book, he cites
the price of $209,950 as being comparable to that of
the 340. The 340 sold for $210,450 in 1977. I’ve been
unable to confirm 1980 pricing. Thompson goes on to
say, “The lesson learned is that cabin pressurization
is mandatory in such an expensive turbocharged
executive airplane.”
Rick Durden, writing in Avweb’s Pilot’s Lounge
“The Less-Than-Great Planes” says, “As with all
airplanes that didn’t quite get it right, there was
somewhere a slip in the decision-making process
with the 335. Instead of keeping the 310 hp per side
of the 340A, someone decreed that the airplane
would have different controllers for the turbos and
the available power would be reduced a smidgeon
(technical term) to 300 hp a side. However, the gross
weight would remain the same as the higher-powered 340A, as there hadn’t been that much improvement in empty weight. The compromises hurt: The
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loss of merely 20 hp bit into performance noticeably,
particularly in single-engine rate of climb, dropping
it to an anemic 230 fpm.”
Chances are it was a combination of factors that
doomed the Model 335 to be a one-year wonder.
 JENNIFER DELLENBUSCH is president of
the Cessna Flyer Association. Send questions or
comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.
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Notes from a Cessna 335 Owner
By James Van Hook

I am a commercial multi-engine pilot of average experience. I have
owned my Cessna Model 335, N36N, from approximately 2015 until the
present. It is a great aircraft.
When equipped with vortex generators, 335s have 1,800 to 1,900pound useful loads (with air conditioning, radar, and de-ice). All the 335s
left the factory certificated for flight into known icing (FIKI).
I flight plan for 190 knots at 10,000 to 12,000 feet msl. The aircraft
flies like a Cessna 340 without pressurization (which it is!). I would not
characterize it as underpowered; and my prior aircraft was a Cessna
310Q Riley Turbo-stream with 350 hp Lycoming engines!
Single-engine manners are similar to the 340. Operating expenses are
also similar to 340. I burn 36-38 gph rich-of-peak per side at mid to high
cruise; less with lean-of-peak.
For normal operations, I try to use runways of at least 3,500 feet,
although if Cessna short-field procedures are used, shorter runways are
technically feasible.
A few mods that are available for Cessna 340s are not available for
335s; including higher horsepower RAM engine upgrades, props, etc.
Most parts are interchangeable with the 340—a notable exception is
the exhaust.
I originally flew my 335 for business and pleasure, but now I fly it just
for pleasure. Having TAS Aviation (in Defiance, Ohio) near the aircraft’s
home base is a plus for me. They really know Cessna twins.
In summary, N36N was a good purchase for me. It gave me additional
loading flexibility when compared to a 340. I’ll miss it when I downsize.
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First ocean leg, arriving in Egilsstadir
Iceland (BIEG).

Flying a single-engine
airplane solo across the
North Atlantic to/from
Europe can be done with
proper planning and a
suitable amount of bravado.
By Doug Oliver
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Refueling in Juneau, Alaska (PAJN).

Using alternate air in Egilsstadir to clear ice
accumulated between Greenland and Iceland.

Refueling stop in Nuuk, Greenland (BGGH).

Leaving Europe for Scotland.

Always watching the engine instruments.
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Beautiful Monument Valley sightseeing.

It is a flight

many recreational flyers dream about—a hop over the Atlantic in
a piston-engine Cessna. It’s a challenge, for sure, but the reward is
unmatched beauty and a sense of accomplishment. Some think, “Just
once, I’d like to make the trip.” For Alfred Moeckli, it’s more like “once
more, I’ll make the trip.”
“It’s really an unforgettable experience,” Moeckli said from his
home in Zürich, Switzerland, shortly after his fourth trans-Atlantic
crossing. “It is magical to see the vastness of Northern Canada or
Greenland—so large and beautiful, particularly with sunrises or
sunsets.”
Even with the planning that goes into such a flight, most people
would feel at least a tinge of nervousness facing such a challenge as
the lone pilot.

One doesn’t see Air Greenland’s planes outside the Arctic.

Approach to East Greenland’s Kulusuk airport (BGKK).

Across an ocean
“It is, on one hand, strange when you leave firm ground below you
to fly 500 nm ahead of you, just over the ocean,” Moeckli said. “However, there are so many things to do such as watching the gauges, analyzing the weather, listening to the engine sound, navigating, calling ATC
or any overflying commercial airliner, eating and drinking, and so on
that you immediately forget about the increased danger.”
It is usually a four-day trip for him from his native Switzerland to
points in the U.S., typically covering more than 4,000 nm. His preferred route is the northern trans-Atlantic route following a Great
Circle path north from Zürich up through England and Scotland,
on to Reykjavik, Iceland (BIKF), and then turning to Greenland. He
usually stops on the east side in Kulusuk (BGKK) and again on the
west side at Nuuk (BGGH) or Sondrestrom (BGSF), before heading
to Iqaluit (CYFB) on Baffin Island in northern Canada, and finally,
south to the U.S.
Moeckli has usually had midwest or western U.S. destinations, so
the northerly route over the North Atlantic works best for him. People
flying to or from eastern U.S. destinations have the option of a more
southerly route through Goose Bay (in Newfoundland and Labrador,
Canada) and southern Greenland, but Iceland is where most routes
come together.
Permits and planning and COVID-19, oh my!
Making the trip requires quite a lot of planning, he said. Applying
for permits is not usually part of the process, though.
“Flying the northerly route is politically not an issue and you don’t
need any special permits, pre-COVID of course,” he said. “That has
changed with COVID, and now you need a valid reason to go, such as
ferrying an aircraft to a buyer or for major maintenance.”
His most recent trip in March was to ferry a Cessna 172 from Europe to a buyer in Iowa. That was a valid reason for him to enter the
U.S. during the pandemic lockdown.
“If I was to want to take my airplane over for fun right now, it
would not be doable,” Moeckli said.
Not all international trips are as easy in terms of border crossing.
He said a friend recently ferried a GA airplane from Europe to Japan
and needed professional assistance for organizing all the permits. So,
trans-Atlantic is easier in this regard.
What you fly also makes a difference in the planning process,
he said.
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Low flying over Nizina Glacier Lake in Wrangell-St.Elias-National Park, Alaska.

One of the great
sights when flying
the northerly route
across the Atlantic
is the abundance
of ice—ice packs,
glaciers on land, and
ice floes in the ocean.

Typical trans-Atlantic route taken
by aircraft with a maximum endurance of approximately 700 nm.
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Fueling your sense of adventure
“If you fly the northern route and you have a Cessna 182, you
have plenty of endurance and you don’t need an extra fuel tank,” he
said. “If you fly a 172, you will probably want an extra fuel tank on
the back seat.“
For his last trip, he used an extra fuel tank with 66 gallons on the
back seat (with required paperwork), providing a total of 11 hours of
endurance. That turns out to be handy with legs that can be up to nine
hours long, plus reserve requirements.
Speaking of fuel, access is another issue, he said.
“In some spots, you may not find Avgas, although Jet A-1 is always
available,” Moeckli said.
Checking ahead is critical to make sure your planned stops
have Avgas. He said it is usually not a problem until he gets to
Canada, where some places may not have 100LL, so this is always
part of his planning.
The same goes for airport operating hours. Always check ahead to
make sure the ones you have chosen will be open when you get there,
otherwise, it can become very expensive, as you may be fined if you
land at a closed airport.
On the flip side, Avgas may be a lot cheaper in Canada than in Europe, and on trips in his own Cessna 182R Skylane, Moeckli said he might
take on extra fuel in containers on the back seat to use in the future.
Don’t launch without this equipment!
Required equipment on board for flights over water varies, depending on time and distance to terra firma, but flying the North Atlantic
(NAT) is fairly standard considering the long distances per leg.
For a flight more than 30 minutes from land, Part 91 regulations
require a flotation device for each person on board, as well as a life raft

Avgas is surprisingly cheap in Iqaluit (subsidized) and sells by the barrel—take extra canisters.

Refueling at Merrill Field in Anchorage, Alaska (PAMR).
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Rainy in Egilsstadir, Iceland (BIEG) as usual.

All aircraft operating
in the North Atlantic
region are required
to monitor 121.5
MHz, an emergencyonly frequency, “so
as to be prepared
to offer assistance
to any other
aircraft advising an
emergency situation.”

with room and basic provisions for each person on board. Regulations for
non-FAA registered aircraft are similar (double-check before you go).
One of the great sights when flying the northerly route across the
Atlantic is the abundance of ice—ice packs, glaciers on land, and ice floes
in the ocean. That also indicates the low ambient temperature of the environment, particularly the water. For that reason, a survival suit for each
occupant is highly recommended. Moeckli also uses a satellite telephone
and personal emergency locator beacon.
Moeckli said the survival items are easy to rent in Wick, Scotland
(EGPC), at Far Northern Aviation, a popular location for trans-Atlantic
flyers, but these must be organized ahead of time.
The same goes for food and beverages for those long legs. Reprovisioning along the way is possible but planning for the unknown is always best,
so stock up on supplies before you depart.
ICAO requires that any aircraft operating in the NAT outside VHF
coverage be equipped with two long-range communication systems, one
of which must be HF (with few exceptions). Communication is usually
with aeronautical radio stations, not ATC, and they relay info to ATC
operators. Regular position reports are required and in certain areas or
altitudes outside VHF coverage, these are relayed via passing airliners on 123.450 MHz, a dedicated frequency intended for pilot-to-pilot
exchanges of operationally significant information.
All aircraft operating in the North Atlantic region are required to
monitor 121.5 MHz, an emergency-only frequency, “so as to be prepared to
offer assistance to any other aircraft advising an emergency situation.”
ICAO flight plans are required.
Easy enough, right?

Considering the weather
“Then, it’s basically ‘off you go’ and you take the weather as it comes,”
Moeckli said. “Before you do the next leg, you check out the weather.”
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In the middle of the
heart transplant:
N9824E with O-470
becoming N27VP
with IO-550 at Air
Plains in Wellington, Kansas (KEGT),
in September 2017.

Since weather is always a changing
factor, reserving accommodations in
advance gets tricky if weather requires a
longer stay at your current location than
originally planned.
“You can typically find a place to
sleep along the way,” Moeckli said. “You
cannot [effectively] plan that two weeks
in advance, but before you take off in the
morning, it is a good idea to have a place
reserved at your next stop.”
Along the route, a primary concern, as one might imagine, is aircraft
icing. Moeckli’s personal 182 has a TKS
anti-ice system installed, but that is not
the case with every aircraft. Careful
attention to weather conditions along
the route is critical.
Moeckli cautioned that if you have
any doubt, just wait a day or two, because
once you are into the route, endurance
limitations may prohibit a return, and
alternates, unlike flying over land, are
limited—or unavailable.
“The ugly thing in the winter is the
freezing temperatures, and you can pick
up ice you can’t get rid of,” he said. “On
the last ferry flight, I picked up some ice
between Scotland and Iceland, but fortunately the 0 C freezing level was at about
3,000 feet msl. It’s not so comfortable at
3,000 feet msl two hours away from land
to be so low, but that’s how it is.”
Moeckli said in summer, even in
Greenland and Iceland, the temperatures near the surface typically are
above freezing, so you can descend to
shed any ice that may start to form at
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higher altitudes.
It may go without saying that it
is best to travel in summer rather
than winter, but smart planning and
attention to flying is always the key.
Moeckli uses both the aircraft navigation system and a backup tablet, taking
advantage of the assortment of weather
and radar inputs available.
He added that it is particularly
important in keeping up with the wind
forecast, especially with legs of five to
six hours.
“You shouldn’t get the wind completely wrong because it would deplete your
fuel reserves quite dramatically,” he said.
Moeckli said a useful option for
making the trip, and an option he used
on his last ferry flight, is to travel with
another airplane. It gives an added level
of security along the way, more options
for navigation and communication, and
someone to talk to along the way.
So what prompted him to go
through all this and make the trip in the
first place?
“My first trip was to get to Air
Plains in Kansas for my engine upgrade,” he said. “As I enjoyed the
trans-Atlantic flight so much, I’ve done
it three more times.”
The most recent trip this past March,
his fourth, was his first time ferrying a
third-party aircraft, and he said he is
open to doing that again or joining a flight
as a safety pilot.
“Would I do it every month? Probably not,” Moeckli said. “It’s quite

exhausting, it’s long hours, but once or
twice a year? Definitely. ”

A 35-year journey, from there to here
Moeckli’s flying career mirrors so
many others. A native of Switzerland,
he took it up in his younger years,
stopped flying when time became short,
and returned later, this time with a
desire to spend more time doing what
made him happy.
He gained his first private pilot
certificate in Switzerland in 1985. When
he came to the U.S. in 1991 for graduate
school at Northwestern University in
Chicago, he earned a full FAA certificate.
With that, he only needs to maintain the
medical requirements—the certificate
never expires.
“You can maintain the FAA [certificate] for life as long as your medical stays
valid,” he said. “It was one of the best
decisions I made.”
Back in Europe, he pursued a career
in international banking. But in 2001,
life became too full for flying and he
stopped altogether.
Fast forward to 2014—circumstances
changed, and he found himself back in
the air, finding time to gain additional pilot ratings including instrument,
multi-engine, and commercial privileges.
“I had not been in a small airplane in
almost 15 years and I ended up on a flight
in a Mooney with a friend,” Alfred said.
“And so I thought ‘I have more time now
and want to take it up again.’”
He returned to the U.S. to renew

his medical and take a day-and-a-half
refresher course before taking time to do
some recreational flying that included a
flight over the Grand Canyon. With his
updated FAA medical, he also renewed
his Swiss (EASA) license, quickly regained his skills with a few lessons, and
was back in the air.
By 2016, he was ready to buy his own
airplane. He made two decisions early
in the process he felt would give him
the best avenue to pursue his rekindled
passion. One was to buy an N-registered
airplane. With his FAA certificate in
hand, he liked the benefits of N registration in terms of operations and maintenance. The airplane is owned through a
U.S. trust, and his FAA certificate is valid
throughout Europe.
“I also wanted to buy an older airplane and make it to fit my preferences,”
Alfred said.

The makeover
The answer was a 1985 Cessna 182R
that also came with hangar space—“not
so easy to come by in Switzerland.”
The aircraft is hangared at Bad Ragaz
(LSZE), located at an altitude of 1,617
feet msl on the Rhine River in eastern
Switzerland, just below the border with
Liechtenstein. The runway is just over
1,600 feet long, so Moeckli decided an
early upgrade would be a more powerful
engine. His research led him to Air Plains
Services in Wellington, Kansas, and he
decided that would be his first trans-Atlantic crossing.

66 gallons extra fuel in the ferried Cessna 172.
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“Even through the mail, I was taken
seriously by Katie Church at Air Plains,
so I decided to fly my past-TBO, 230 hp
engine to Kansas for the upgrade,” Alfred
said, heading first to San Francisco
before dropping it off in Kansas for the
300 hp Continental upgrade. On this first
trip, for the trans-Atlantic legs, he had a
professional safety pilot with him.
Air Plains also installed a new JPI
EDM 930 engine monitor and a new
Hartzell Scimitar propeller.
“They did a fantastic job on the
project,” Alfred said. “I would not have
anything else.”
Another early modification was a
TKS anti-ice system, installed in Chicago
right after the engine upgrade. Given
the destinations he had planned, anti-ice
seemed to be an easy decision.
Back home, the airplane got a new
paint job, and he upgraded the cockpit
with a new Garmin G500TXi, opting
for installation close by in Germany. “I
thought having the panel done nearby
was more efficient.”
Avionics include the G500TXi, GTN
750/650, and GFC 600 autopilot as well
as ADS-B, which is required for his
N-registered aircraft, but is not yet a
European requirement. He also added an
oxygen system.
These upgrades set him up for his
second trans-Atlantic crossing, this time
with destinations including Chicago,
South Carolina, back to Air Plains in
Wellington for an annual, then Denver
and Alaska, before returning to Switzerland. He has flown it the southern U.S.
and out West, including the run over
the Grand Canyon—not quite the same
landscape as the Alps back home, but
just as awesome.

Flying N-numbered aircraft in European airspace
Owning an N-registered airplane in
Europe is not uncommon and has certain
advantages, Moeckli said. The aircraft
must be owned by a U.S. citizen, or
better still, a U.S. trust, which is a simple,
common practice. The aircraft is then
covered by FAA regulations, which are
usually simpler and less costly to comply
with than European requirements.
Operating with an FAA pilot certificate and an N-registered airplane, he has
much more freedom flying internationally, particularly in Europe, although he
maintains his Swiss license, required for
all flights within Switzerland. This is cer66 • Cessna Flyer / July 2021

tainly an advantage for an international
banker when he flies between countries
for business.
Maintenance regulations are usually
simpler with an N-registered aircraft,
requiring only an FAA-approved A&P to
sign off on work done by a local mechanic, which he said is easy to find. The list
of self-maintenance tasks is long under
FAA regulations, lowering the overall
cost of ownership.
With more than 1,000 flight hours
now, Moeckli has added to his FAA
certificates and has an instrument rating,
commercial single-engine rating for both
land and sea, and a multi-engine rating.
He has had the opportunity to fly a number of aircraft, included a recent flight in
a Cirrus Vision SF50 light jet.
He was keen to acquire another airplane and purchased a U.S.-based Pilatus
PC-6, but his inability to enter the U.S.
the past year due to pandemic restrictions to fly it convinced him to sell it.
In the meantime, Moeckli has been
content to add flight hours with his
Cessna 182, waiting for his next trip “over
the pond.” For many, a dream—for him,
another opportunity for combined adventure and fun.
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By Pam Busboom

I

n the interests of full disclosure, I am
a Bose buff, starting with the circa
1990s Acoustimass Speaker System
still doing service in our living room
to the Wave Music System in the
office (replacing the first-generation,
early-adopted Wave Radio from 1994).
From the first-generation Quiet Comfort headphones that have more miles
on them than most people—thanks to
a lot of business travel— to the Bose
Bluetooth portable speaker that is our
post-retirement travel companion, you
don’t have to look very far at our house
to see the Bose logo.
So, when I got the opportunity to
review the Bose A20 headset, I jumped in
with both ears!

A little history
While Bose Corporation was founded in 1964, it was intellectually born in
the mid-50s, when Amar Bose, then a
Ph.D. Electrical Engineer teaching at
his alma mater, MIT, got a new state-ofthe-art stereo system. To him, the sound
produced by that technical marvel was
less than impressive, which caused him
to ponder how this could be, despite the
system’s stellar technical specs.
He realized that the system’s design
was centered on specifications measuring the production of sound, but nothing
evaluated the quality of that sound—essentially, the excellence (or lack thereof)
of the listening experience. Dubbed
psychoacoustics, this focus on the
perception of the sound by its audience
became the priority in Bose’s research.
The speaker patents he obtained as
a result became the foundation of the

corporation, as did the motto “Better
Sound Through Research.”

The birth of ANR
The innovation near and dear to
us pilots began while Dr. Bose was on
a trans-Atlantic flight in 1978. Given a
set of the then-new electronic headphones to listen to the in-flight entertainment, he was again disappointed
by how hard it was to enjoy the audio
thanks to all the aircraft noise in the
background. He began scribbling on
the back of some napkins.
By the time the flight touched
down, he had developed the basic
mathematic formulas for noise canceling technology. Bose became the first
to introduce a commercial acoustic
noise canceling headset in 1989.
Among its impressive credentials
was the fact a prototype version was
used by the crew of the Voyager aircraft
during their record-setting round the
world non-stop flight in 1986. That must
be the most rugged field test ever!
Continued innovation in ANR (Active
Noise Reduction) resulted in a line of
headsets targeted at airline passengers,
and several iterative models aimed at
pilots. The current headset for pilots, the
Bose A20, was introduced in 2010 and
incorporates innovations including even
better noise reduction and Bluetooth
connectivity for GPS and cellphones.
Updated in 2015, the A20 looks the
same today but incorporates expanded
Bluetooth functionality, an improved control module, and a feature that will power
off the headset after several minutes of
inactivity (saving those batteries if you
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Dubbed
psychoacoustics,
this focus on the
perception of
the sound by its
audience became
the priority in
Bose’s research.
forget to push the ‘off’ button!).
A separate series of headset aimed
at professional pilots/quieter cockpits,
the ProFlight, came out in 2018 followed
by an improved version, the ProFlight
2 in 2019. All these offerings focus on
the sound you hear as their measure of
success. As a physicist by degree and an
avid musician by desire, this quest for
superior sound resonates with me (and
yes, pun intended).
Thus, expectations were high as
I unpacked the new headset from its
included case.

Putting the A20 through its paces
The headset itself is sleek black
and cleanly integrated— quite elegant,
unlike some others I have flown with
that appear to have been created from
whatever parts are on hand, resulting
in a somewhat Franken-headset. The
angled microphone attachment immediately caught my eye, as did the L and R
markings on the earcups.
This configuration mandates that
the headset be worn as marked. The
microphone comes standard attached
to the left side, but as I am typically
flying from the right seat (did I mention
that my husband/co-aircraft owner is
a kazillion-hour pilot with a plethora of
ratings?) I prefer my mike and power
cords to be on my right.
A glance at the included manual
showed me the less-than-five-minute
process to make that switch. (And
kudos to the Bose engineer that opted
to make the tiny screws on those panels

captive so you can’t lose them!)
The cloud-soft plush earcups are easy
to adjust to your liking, and the entire
headset is light (12 oz) and unobtrusive.
All that was left to do was to put the
(included!) AA batteries into the control
module and push the power button.
As recommended in the manual (and
as we live notoriously close to the Denver
Class B airspace and fly out of a towered
airport where paying close attention to
the radios is a must) I decided to test out
the headset at home instead of in the air.
First up a very easy AUX connection to
my trusty MP3 player. The music came
through loud and clear with the expected
luxurious sound quality.
Next, I paired my cellphone via
Bluetooth— another easy (literally 10
second) process. I made a phone call to
a friend and again enjoyed crystal-clear
conversation. An unexpected opportunity to test the ANR arose when we
were visited by aliens from outer space
cleverly disguised in an Amazon delivery truck. These somewhat frequent
invasions are met by our dog’s ferocious
barking which rivals a pack of hellhounds in both decibels and duration.
Normally, all conversations and most
coherent thought are impossible during
these encounters until either the invaders
are routed, or the Amazon package is
delivered. But snug in the confines of my
Bose headset, all I heard was a muted
murmur in the background and I was
able to continue my conversation unhindered in the least. After that, the noise of
our cockpit should be a piece of cake.
With the headset working and its
operations understood, time to try it out
for real—let’s fly! No $100 hamburger for
us; instead, after way too many months
at home thanks to those pesky COVID-19
restrictions, we opted for a trip to Santa
Fe for biscochitos (biscochitos are the
New Mexico state cookie and a serious
addiction of ours). A bit of planning, full
fuel, and two overnight bags later, we
were ready to go.
With our home airport here in Colorado having a field elevation of 5,000 feet,
we commonly fly cross-country at 10,000
feet and above thanks to those big rocks
(also known as the Rocky Mountains) due
west of us. And as we have to cross those
rocks to reach Santa Fe, it is no surprise
that our usual route requires an 11,000foot MEA.
Given those altitudes, the threehour flight, and the fact that we are—
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ahem—of a certain age, we flew with
oxygen (as is typical on most of our
cross-country flights). So not only
would I be checking out the performance of the A20 headset, but also how
comfortable it is in the long haul.
After all, not only my head would be
under there, but sunglasses, an oxygen
canula, and a headband-style visor. Yes,
I know, most of you wear baseball caps.
But I prefer visors, mainly as it gives
me at least a glimmer of hope that I can
avoid the dreaded heartbreak of headset
hair once we arrive at our destination.
The flight was smooth, and the A20
was smoother. It delivered crisp, clear
radio calls with no distortion, easy
to understand AWOS/ATIS, and the
background rumble from the cockpit
was a mere whisper. I experimented
with various combinations of electronics
talking directly to the headset and/or to
our Bluetooth-enabled audio panel and
had no problems with either connection
or communication with any combination
I tried.
As for comfort, with the oversize
cushy earcups, the light weight of the
headset, and the light to no clamping
pressure, I didn’t even notice wearing it.
The only downside was that I made the
mistake of letting my husband try the
headset during our flight home and had a
real challenge getting it back!
Clearly, either Santa Claus or the
birthday present genie is going to have
to bring him one, too, or there will be
squabbling about more than whose turn
it is to fly.
With the A20, Bose has certainly
maintained its high standards for fit,

FERRY
TANKS

Fast to fit
Re-Use

Collapsible!
Unique Design!
Tough!
finish, comfort, and sound quality. The
headset is a winner in every category and
is worthy of consideration by any pilot—
they are that good!
Purchasing a set of your own would
absolutely be a sound investment. (And
yes, the biscochitos were delicious.
Thanks for asking!)
 PAM “THE QUEEN OF
EVERYTHING” BUSBOOM is a private
pilot based in northern Colorado. She
grew up next door to a General Aviation
airport in Pennsylvania, serving as
the unofficial airport mascot. After
graduating from college with a degree in
astrophysics, she spent 30 years working
for Hewlett Packard (and later, their
spinoff, Agilent Technologies) in sales,
marketing, and project management
for test and measurement equipment.
Now retired, she and her husband Rich
“the Prince of Whatever is Left” (who, by
the way, was her first flight instructor!)
fly regularly on trips both short and
long. Rich, with more than 10,000 flying
hours, remains a CFII, holds multiple
certifications, and is a retired USAF
pilot. They comfortably share flying
and cockpit duties with only occasional
bickering about whose turn it is to have
the flight controls. Send questions or
comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.
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Mary Davis

Friendly people, lovely gardens, and a wide range
of activities await visitors to this Georgia resort.
By Mike Davis

Mary Davis

A

re you and your family
looking for a weekend (or
weekday) vacation that
combines hiking, biking,
and water experiences,
along with world-renowned botanical and flower gardens,
and an amazing predatory bird aviary?
Not to be overshadowed, there are
also several miles of beach, and zip lines/
treetop adventures. Additionally, this
resort also boasts PGA-level golf courses. And last but certainly not least, the
airport, Harris County Airport (KPIM),
Pine Mountain, Georgia, is approximately
2 miles from the gates of the resort.
We flew our 1971 Cessna 182N Sklyane
to Callaway Gardens in Pine Mountain,
Georgia, last week and sampled everything the gardens have to offer. If you’re

looking for that flying get-away, that is
absent the hassles of getting from the
airport to the destination, You need to
consider Callaway Gardens.

Flying into Harris County
Harris County airport is located 50
nm southwest of the Atlanta Hartsfield
International Airport.
KPIM has a single 5,000-foot-long
east-west runway at an elevation of
902 feet msl. There are two instrument
approaches, but only one straight in;
the RNAV to Runway 09. The county
maintains a presence at the airport, and
you’ll find the staff friendly and extremely
welcoming.
While not the cheapest fuel in the
region, Harris County fuel prices are very
good. The airport offers both Jet-A and
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Mary Davis

Courtesy Callaway Gardens and Resort

One of the highlights
from our trip was
watching the Birds of
Prey show.
Avgas self-serve 24/7, and full-service
during normal office hours.
We filed IFR arriving and departing.
Clearance through Atlanta Center is
available on the ground through VHF.
After our arrival, we fueled the airplane and taxied to the tiedown area. We
secured the airplane and called Callaway
Gardens for a ride, but before we could
get tied down, the airport manager drove
up in the courtesy car and offered us passage to the lodge. The airport provides a
courtesy car for fly-ins if you just want to
go to the gardens for lunch.

History of Callaway Gardens
By 1930, the founder of Callaway
Gardens, Cason Callaway, had built an
empire in textiles. Having always lived
in Southern Georgia, Callaway began to
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purchase land in Harris County near
his home in LaGrange, Georgia. Along
with his textile fortune, Mr. Callaway
was a successful farmer.
At age 53, Callaway suffered a
severe heart attack and he embarked
on his greatest endeavor, stepping back
from the textile and farming business
to become a gardener. In 1949, work
began on Mountain Creek Lake, one of
13 man-made lakes at the resort
He loved the idea that families
would visit, bring their children, and
learn about nature. Callaway’s wife,
Virginia, was heavily involved in the development of the gardens. She was an
avid horticulturist and began to identify
flowers and trees that would flourish in
South Georgia.
She identified a particularly vibrant,
red-orange blooming shrub (rhododendron) and learned that it was native
to the area. In addition, thousands of
plumleaf azaleas were sown throughout the grounds. Mrs. Callaway would
supervise the planting of over 20,000
flowers and shrubs per year.
Callaway Gardens is famous for
its azaleas and features an area called
Callaway Brothers Azalea Bowl. The
Azalea Bowl is a 40-acre garden planted with more than 3,000 native and
hybrid azaleas.
Virginia loved the southern magnolia tree and asked for one as a birthday

gift. She expected her husband to overdo the gift but even she was surprised
when he arrived with one full-size tree
and 5,000 small ones.
President Franklin Roosevelt was a
frequent visitor and although the president and Cason Callaway did not agree
on politics, they were very close friends.
Through the years, The Lodge and
Spa were built along with cottages, villas, and The Mountain Creek Inn. For
those seeking active pursuits, there
are 36 holes of championship golf,
treetop adventures, ziplines, beaches,
and water sports.

Callaway Gardens
The first thing you need to know
about Callaway Gardens Resort is that
it is massive, covering 2,500 acres of
woodlands, gardens, trails, and lakes.
During the past year of COVID-19,
the resort has been forced to cut back
on some services. The staff will still
happily drive to the airport to pick you
up. It’s less than a five-minute ride.
Unfortunately, the shuttles that moved
around the resort have been curtailed.
Everything is beginning to open up, but
during our stay, the shuttles were not
running.
We, however, were determined to
use bicycles to see the entire grounds.
The grounds are immaculately kept,
and the bike trails were great, but re-
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Classic Cockpit Look
Maintenance-Free
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AEROSTOP
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E A T •LOCKS�

Aerostop Seat Locks are a simple cam lock system
engineered to be a BACKUP in case your Cessna
OEM seat rail pin latch fails or your inertia reel sys
tem fails.

You are probably already aware of the serious prob
lem that exists with the operation of Cessna seat
latches. Due to a combination of worn parts, lack of
proper maintenance, or just plain misuse and abuse,
pilots have found themselves out of reach of the
controls during taxiing or departure due to the fail
ure of the OEM seat latch system. This is a serious
and often fatal incident.

No tools needed for install.
No modifications made to the
airframe!

Approved Model List (CESSNA AIRCRAFT):

15 0,152,170,172,175,177,180,182,185,190,

195,205,206,207,210,T303,336,337.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CALL TO PLACE
YOUR ORDER.
Cessna Flyer readers can receive a 10% discount
by entering promo code CFLY2021 at checkout.

info@aerostop.netIwww.aerostop.net I (530) 295-9004

Air Capitol Dial

Specialists in Repair and Refurbishing

If your cockpit panel components are
faded, need repairs or just need some
touch-up, we’re ready to serve you.
We’re an FAA Certified Repair Station.

Call us,
we’ll take care of you.
Air Capitol Dial 877-269-2483

He loved the idea
that families would
visit, bring their
children, and learn
about nature.
member the opening line: the grounds
are immense.
In retrospect, I believe the prudent
fly-in visitor should plan to rent a golf
cart for the duration of the stay. The
golf pro shop staff will happily deliver
your golf cart to whatever lodge or
cabin you choose.

Birds of Prey
One of the highlights from our trip
was watching the Birds of Prey show.
Presented in the resort’s amphitheater,
the Callaway staff of “birders” put together an amazing show. The aviary is
host to many predatory birds who, due
to injury or human imprinting, cannot
be released into the wild.
Every attempt is made to rehab
injured birds and return them to the
wild, but those birds that cannot be set
free provide visitors with an up-close
look at these amazing creatures.
The staff, weather permitting,
conducts two shows a day. They are
all university-trained biologists with a
true love for these winged creatures.
We asked many questions and they
were happy to answer every one of
them. If you’ve never seen these predators up close, then this is a must-see
event when you visit.
Cecil B. Day Butterfly Center
Another major conservation effort
is through the Cecil B. Day Butterfly
Center. Cecil Day was the founder of
the Days Inn hotel chain and the creator of the Butterfly Center.
You may not have planned to tour
a butterfly museum while on vacation,
but don’t miss it. Be sure to have a
camera ready; we found it fascinating.

www.aircapitoldial.com
sales@aircapitoldial.com
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Callaway Gardens Golf
The resort boasts two premium
golf courses. The Lake View course
features wider fairways and many

more water holes. It reflects the
philosophy of Cason Callaway, who
stated that if a golfer looks up while
on this course, they will always see
something beautiful.
The Mountain View Course was
host to the Buick Challenge from
1991 to 2002. The Mountain View
will test any golfer’s strategic and
shot-making abilities.
Whether your family likes the
beach, gardens, golfing, or a treetop
adventure, there is plenty to keep
everyone busy at Callaway Resort and
Gardens.
 MIKE DAVIS soloed on his 16th
birthday. Since then, his flying has
included over 2,000 hours of primary
flight instruction, one corporate job,
and four airline mergers. He is a CFI/
CFII/MEI and is currently instructing in
the Beechcraft King Air 350 in North
Carolina. Mike is the proud owner of
a 1971 Cessna 182N Skylane and a
Cessna Flyer Association member.
Send questions or comments to
editor@cessnaflyer.org.

RESOURCES
CALLAWAY RESORT & GARDENS
callawaygardens.com
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EAA photo/Ryan Tykosh

*Compiled from press releases

A vintage P-40 fighter plane taxies prior
to flight at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh.

AVIATION HISTORY OF WORLD WAR II HIGHLIGHTED AT EAA
AIRVENTURE OSHKOSH 2021
OSHKOSH, May 13, 2021—The aviation
story of World War II will be told through
special flying activities during EAA
AirVenture Oshkosh 2021, as the event
commemorates 75 years (plus one) since
the end of the conflict. The 68th edition
of EAA’s fly-in convention will be held July
26-August 1 at Wittman Regional Airport
(KOSH) in Oshkosh.
The afternoon air shows on Friday
and Saturday, July 30-31, will feature
programs that chronologically recollect
aviation history during that time, from U.S.
involvement in the Eagle Squadron and
American Volunteer Group “Flying Tigers”
prior to Pearl Harbor and the Doolittle Raid,
to the major battles in the European and

continued on Page 86 
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The "Class of '45" team with two WWII classics:
a P-51 Mustang (left) and an F-4U Corsair,
during an EAA AirVenture Oshkosh airshow.

EAA photo/Al Sauer

End of war’s 75th anniversary year (plus one) to be highlighted July 30-31

GARMIN AUTOLAND WINS PRESTIGIOUS
ROBERT J. COLLIER TROPHY

The 109th annual award recognizes Garmin with the greatest accomplishment of 2020 in
aeronautics or astronautics

OLATHE, Kan., June 3, 2021—Garmin
International Inc. recently announced
that Garmin Autoland has been awarded
the 2020 Robert J. Collier Trophy for the
world’s first certified autonomous system
designed to activate during an emergency
to safely fly and land an aircraft without
human intervention. (Visit website for
system requirements and limitations).
The Collier Trophy has been the
benchmark of aerospace achievement for
over a century and is awarded annually by
the National Aeronautic Association (NAA)
to recognize “the greatest achievement in
aeronautics or astronautics in America,
with respect to improving performance,
efficiency, safety in air or space vehicles,
the value of which has been thoroughly
demonstrated by actual use during the
preceding year.” The seven nominees for
2020 included the Bell V-280 Valor, SpaceX
Falcon 9 and Dragon 2, among others.
“The Garmin Autoland system marks a
significant improvement in civil aviation,”
affirmed NAA Chairman Jim Albaugh.
“Its ability to take over an airplane with a
disabled pilot and land it safely will save
many lives in the future. It’s a remarkable

technical achievement and clearly merits
the Collier Trophy.”
“Autoland began as a simple exploration
to develop automation technology for
General Aviation aircraft,” said Cliff
Pemble, Garmin president and CEO. “This
exploration resulted in the first automated
system that can safely fly and land an
aircraft in an emergency without human
intervention. It is a tremendous honor for
Autoland to be recognized as one of the
greatest achievements in aviation history.
We owe this accomplishment to the
many Garmin associates who dedicated
themselves to creating this game-changing
aviation safety technology.”
Part of the Garmin Autonomí family
of autonomous safety-enhancing
technologies, Autoland is the world’s first
certified system of its kind. In the event of
an emergency, such as pilot incapacitation,
a passenger can activate Autoland with a
simple press of a dedicated button, should
the pilot no longer be able to perform their
duties as pilot in command. Autoland can
also activate automatically if the system
detects no pilot interaction. Once activated,
the system immediately calculates a flight

path to the most suitable airport and
runway, while avoiding terrain and adverse
weather, initiates a stabilized approach and
automatically lands the aircraft.
In 2020, three aircraft received Type
Certification with Garmin Autoland.
Piper Aircraft received the first FAA
Type Certification of Garmin Autoland
on the M600 SLS in May 2020. In
July 2020 DAHER completed the first
EASA certification and the second FAA
certification of Autoland on the TBM 940.
Cirrus Aircraft’s Vision Jet, the 2017 Collier
Trophy winner, was the first jet aircraft
certified with Autoland in August 2020.
Garmin is committed to continued
innovation in the industry and a mission
to create new and exciting possibilities
for air travel in the future, expanding
on the history of other Robert J. Collier
Trophy winners. Past recipients of the
Collier Trophy include Orville Wright,
Neil Armstrong and the Apollo 11 team,
Cirrus Aircraft for the whole airframe
parachute system (CAPS) on the Vision
Jet, Lockheed’s Skunk Works and the
F-117A, the Boeing 747, the NASA Mars
Science Laboratory Curiosity Project Team,
Cessna Aircraft Company and the Citation
X Design Team, and many more historical
achievements that progressed aviation for
future generations.
The Collier Trophy is permanently
on display at the National Air and Space
Museum in Washington, D.C. The formal
Collier Trophy award ceremony will take
place later this year. For more information
about the NAA, including a list of previous
recipients, visit naa.aero.
For additional information about
Autoland and the Garmin Autonomí
family of autonomous safety-enhancing
technologies, visit garmin.com/autonomi.
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 Aviation History of World War II
Continued from Page 84
Pacific Theaters, including D-Day, and the
eventual celebrations of V-E and V-J Days.
Airplanes involved will span the aircraft
used by the Army Air Forces and U.S. Navy
during that time, as well as a variety of
international aircraft from that period. All
will be involved in each of the 90-minute
shows presented each day.
“EAA AirVenture Oshkosh is already
the world’s largest annual gathering of
warbird aircraft, so it’s natural that this big
commemoration would take place here,”
said Rick Larsen, EAA’s vice president of
communities and member programming,
who coordinates AirVenture features

MAIN
TURBO

SYSTEMS, INC.

We Will Help You Troubleshoot Your System!
(Teaching Subject At FAA Endorsed Events)

• PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES
• TURBOCHARGERS
TURBOCHARGERS
• OVERHAUL - EXCHANGE • WASTEGATES
BALANCED
• WE BUY CORES
• CONTROLLERS
AT OPERATIONAL SPEEDS ON OUR

Visit Our Web Site to See the VSR In Action

VSR TEST MACHINE

“ A family operated business since 1988, including a
licensed A & P mechanic and commercial pilot”

1-800-847-8815 • 559-635-3322
Fax 559-627-1960

6am – 6pm PST • Mon – Fri
“Sensitive to your needs”
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GARY MAIN

“Sensitive to your needs”
www.mainturbo.com
maints@mainturbo.com

Garmin announces
first turbofan
certification for GFC
600 digital autopilot
The GFC 600 now offers
Cessna CitationJet owners
and operators a cutting edge
autopilot upgrade
OLATHE, Kan., May 13, 2021—Garmin
International Inc. recently announced it has
received FAA STC approval for the GFC 600
digital autopilot in select Cessna CitationJet
525 models1, the first jet certification for
this popular autopilot solution. The GFC
600 digital autopilot delivers superior
in-flight characteristics and new operational
capabilities such as autopilot-coupled VNAV
descent, auto CDI switching, fully coupled
go-around capability, and much more.
“We are thrilled to announce the first
jet aircraft approval for the GFC 600 digital
autopilot, providing these turbofan aircraft
with a modern and advanced autopilot
upgrade and further simplifying single-pilot
operations,” said Carl Wolf, Garmin vice
president of aviation sales and marketing.
“The GFC 600 combines our state-of-the-art

and attractions.“The EAA Warbirds of
America and other select owners of these
magnificent aircraft will showcase the
evolution of air power during that period
and salute the people who built, flew, and
maintained these aircraft 75 years ago.”
Among the aircraft featured will be the
P-40 Tomahawk, Supermarine Spitfire,
P-38 Lightning, F6F Hellcat, C-47 Skytrain,
Hawker Hurricane, P-51 Mustang, F4U
Corsair, B-25 Mitchell, B-17 Flying Fortress,
B-29 Superfortress, and others.
When not in the air, these aircraft will be
on display in the Warbirds area on the north
end of the flight line. Select aircraft will also
be featured on the showcase Boeing Plaza.
For more information, visit eaa.org/
airventure.

flight control capabilities with hardened smart
servos specifically tailored to the demands of
turbofan aircraft. With this upgrade, it is easier
than ever for CJ owners and operators to get
the most out of their aircraft.”
For Cessna CitationJet owners and
operators, the GFC 600 digital autopilot will
be installed as part of a complete package
that requires single or dual G600 TXi 10.6”
flight display(s), dual GTN or GTN Xi Series
navigators, and a GI 275 electronic flight
instrument configured as a standby flight
instrument. With this installation, the system
offers new operational capabilities and
features including autopilot-coupled VNAV
descents, automatic GPS-to-LOC switching
during ILS/LOC approaches, fully coupled
missed approaches, and supports Reduced
Vertical Separation Minima (RVSM) operations,
among other features. Further, the installation
of the GFC 600 digital autopilot also removes
the requirement to retain the power inverter
driving the legacy autopilot, aiding in
weight savings. Optional upgrades include a
dedicated PFD controller, audio panel, ADS-B
transponder, Iridium datalink, weather radar,
datalink SiriusXM weather, and Garmin Connext
connectivity via the Flight Stream 510 wireless
gateway.
To optimize selection and control of
GFC 600 modes, a compact self-contained
autopilot controller incorporates backlit keys
and a bright, sunlight-readable display that
depicts autopilot status and mode selection.
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An intuitive built-in control wheel also provides
convenient adjustment of aircraft pitch,
airspeed, and vertical speed modes. The GFC
600 also features a dedicated level mode (LVL)
button, an active safety-enhancing feature
that gives the pilot a single touch autopilotengage button to command the aircraft to roll
wings level and pitch to a level attitude, if
momentarily distracted or disoriented.
The GFC 600 offers environmentally
hardened autopilot servos designed for harsh
operating conditions. Its brushless DC motors
offer improved performance and reduce
maintenance requirements when compared to
decades-old servo designs on the market today.
In addition, these smart servos are optimized
specifically for turbine operations by offering
broader speed scheduling in addition to more
torque to help better command and respond to
control demands required of turbine aircraft.
As a standard feature, pilots receive
Garmin Electronic Stability and Protection
(ESP) with the GFC 600 digital autopilot,
which works to assist the pilot in maintaining
the aircraft in a stable flight condition. ESP
functions independently of the autopilot
and works in the background when the pilot
is hand-flying the aircraft to help avoid
inadvertent flight attitudes or bank angles and
provides airspeed protection.
Additional capabilities of the GFC 600
include:
• Traditional autopilot functions with
modern capability such as altitude pre-select2
and indicated airspeed hold mode.
• Select, couple to, and fly various
instrument approaches, including GPS, ILS,
VOR, LOC, and back course approaches3.
• Built-in GPS roll steering capability
eliminates the need for external roll steering
converters, allowing for smoother navigation
tracking.
• Underspeed protection helps prevent the
aircraft from entering a stall condition.
• Overspeed protection helps prevent the
aircraft from exceeding aircraft maximum
speed.
• Yaw Damping (YD) mode minimizes
yawing oscillations while also helping to
maintain coordinated flight by keeping the slip/
skid indicator centered.
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• Flight Director command bars are
displayed on the G600 TXi flight display.
• Fly coupled ‘go-arounds’ during missed
approach sequencing with a remotely installed
go-around button that commands the Flight
Director to display the appropriate pitch
attitude required for the missed approach
procedure and activates a loaded missed
approach when paired with a GTN 650/750 or
GTN 650/750 Xi navigator.
• Pitch-trim servo provides automatic trim
and manual electric trim with improved speed
scheduling.
• Control wheel steering allows the pilot to
adjust pitch, roll, altitude hold, vertical speed,
or airspeed references using the control yoke
while the autopilot is engaged.
The GFC 600 digital autopilot for the
Cessna CitationJet is available immediately
through authorized Garmin dealers. To view
the most up-to-date aircraft STC list, to view
certifications that are expected to begin in
the next 12-months, or to express interest in
a specific aircraft make/model for the GFC
600, visit garmin.com/GFC600. For additional
information, visit garmin.com/aviation.
1. STC approved for Cessna CitationJet 525 aircraft serial
numbers 0001-0359. Excludes models equipped with
G1000.
2. Available on GFC 600 or Garmin flight displays.
3. GFC 600 requires an external navigator for navigation
and approach functions. See garmin.com for additional
compatibility information.
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Aircraft Safety Alerts
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Aviation Administration 14 CFR
Part 39
[Docket No. FAA-2020-1078; Project Identifier AD-2020-00716-A] RIN 2120-AA64
Airworthiness Directives; Textron Aviation Inc. (Type Certificate previously held
by Cessna Aircraft Company) Airplanes
AGENCY: Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM).
SUMMARY: The FAA proposes to
adopt a new airworthiness directive (AD)
for all Textron Aviation Inc. (Textron)
(Type Certificate previously held by Cessna
Aircraft Company) Models 210N, 210R,
P210N, P210R, T210N, T210R, 177, 177A,
177B, 177RG, and F177RG airplanes. This
proposed AD was prompted by the in-flight
break- up of a Model T210M airplane in
Australia, due to fatigue cracking that
initiated at a corrosion pit, and subsequent
corrosion reports on other Model 210-series and Model 177-series airplanes. This
proposed AD would require visual and eddy
current inspections of the carry-thru spar
lower cap, corrective action if necessary,
application of a protective coating and
corrosion inhibiting compound (CIC), and
reporting the inspection results to the FAA.
The FAA is proposing this AD to address
the unsafe condition on these products.
DATES: The FAA must receive comments on this proposed AD by [INSERT
DATE 45 DAYS AFTER DATE OF PUBLICATION IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER].
ADDRESSES: You may send comments,
using the procedures found in 14 CFR 11.43
and 11.45, by any of the following methods:
• Federal eRulemaking Portal: Go to
https://www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions for submitting comments.
• Fax: (202) 493-2251.
• Mail: U.S. Department of Transportation, Docket Operations, M-30, West Building Ground Floor, Room W12-140, 1200 New
Jersey Avenue SE, Washington, DC 20590.
• Hand Delivery: Deliver to Mail address
above between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, except Federal holidays.
For service information identified in
this NPRM, contact Textron Aviation
Inc., One Cessna Boulevard, Wichita,
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G I L L LT V R L A BAT T E R I E S

Where the POWER Starts

The Better Performing, SEALED Lead-Acid Battery.

KS 67215; phone: (316) 517-6061; email:
structures@txtav.com; website: https://
support.cessna.com. You may view this
referenced service information at the
FAA, Airworthiness Products Section,
Operational Safety Branch, 901 Locust,
Kansas City, MO 64106. For information
on the availability of this material at the
FAA, call (816) 329-4148.
Examining the AD Docket
You may examine the AD docket at
https://www.regulations.gov by searching
for and locating Docket No. FAA-20201078; or in person at Docket Operations between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, except Federal holidays. The AD
docket contains this NPRM, any comments received, and other information.
The street address for Docket Operations
is listed above.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Bobbie Kroetch, Aviation Safety
Engineer, Wichita ACO Branch, FAA, 1801
Airport Rd, Wichita, KS 67209; phone: (316)
946-4155; fax: (316) 946-4107; email: bobbie.
kroetch@faa.gov or Wichita- COS@faa.gov.

Install the best, Lead-Acid Technology!

Non-Spillable TSO Authorized, DO-160E Tested
* Sealed, VRLA,
*
18 Month/1800 Hour Capacity Check Inspection
*
* FAA-PMA * 2 Year Warranty

7035-28

FAA-PMA Approved for

193 Aircraft Models
Available now at distributors

7243-14

FAA-PMA Approved for

76 Aircraft Models

Visit us at Oshkosh 2021 at Booth 3004
909.793.3131 GILLBATTERIES.COM

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Comments Invited
The FAA invites you to send any written relevant data, views, or arguments
about this proposal. Send your comments
to an address listed under ADDRESSES. Include Docket No. FAA-2020-1078;
Project Identifier AD-2020-00716-A” at
the beginning of your comments. The
most helpful comments reference a specific portion of the proposal, explain the
reason for any recommended change, and
include supporting data. The FAA will
consider all comments received by the
closing date and may amend this proposal
because of those comments.
Except for Confidential Business
Information (CBI) as described in the following paragraph, and other information as
described in 14 CFR 11.35, the FAA will post
all comments received, without change,
to https://www.regulations.gov, including
any personal information you provide. The
agency will also post a report summarizing
each substantive verbal contact received
about this NPRM.
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Aircraft Safety Alerts
Confidential Business Information
CBI is commercial or financial information that is both customarily and actually treated as private by its owner. Under
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
(5 U.S.C. 552), CBI is exempt from public
disclosure. If your comments responsive
to this NPRM contain commercial or
financial information that is customarily treated as private, that you actually
treat as private, and that is relevant or
responsive to this NPRM, it is important
that you clearly designate the submitted
comments as CBI. Please mark each
page of your submission containing CBI
as “PROPIN.” The FAA will treat such
marked submissions as confidential under
the FOIA, and they will not be placed in
the public docket of this NPRM. Submissions containing CBI should be sent to
Bobbie Kroetch, Aviation Safety Engineer,
Wichita ACO Branch, FAA, 1801 Airport
Rd, Wichita, KS 67209. Any commentary
that the FAA receives which is not specifically designated as CBI will be placed in
the public docket for this rulemaking.

The NorthPoint XP470 will dramatically
increase the performance of your aircraft by
improving thrust and giving you the capability
of higher cruise speeds with little if any
increase in fuel consumption.

SPECIALIZING IN

CUSTOM INTERIORS

IMAGINATION SEWN INTO REALITY
SEATS, TRIM PANELS, CARPET, YOLKS, SEATBELTS, HARWARE, & MORE

WWW. A VIATIONS C REATIONS.COM
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480-980-0639

Background
The FAA received a report that, on
May 26, 2019, a Textron Model T210M
airplane experienced an in-flight break-up
while performing low-altitude aerial survey operations in Australia. The carry-thru spar failed and resulted in wing separation and loss of control of the airplane. A
visual examination of the fracture surface
identified fatigue cracking that initiated
at a corrosion pit. The FAA issued an airworthiness concern sheet (ACS) on June
27, 2019, advising owners and operators
of the accident and requesting relevant
information about the fleet.
Following the ACS, the FAA received
reports of widespread and severe corrosion of the carry-thru spar. Earlier Models
210G, T210G, 210H, T210H, 210J, T210J,
210K, T210K, 210L, T210L, 210M, and
T210M airplanes experienced the most
widespread and severe corrosion, and the
FAA issued AD 2020-03-16 (85 FR 10043,
February 21, 2020) (AD 2020-03-16) as a
final rule; request for comments to immediately address the unsafe condition on
those airplanes.
The FAA also received reports of
corrosion on later Models 210N, P210N,
T210N, 210R, P210R, and T210R airplanes
and Model 177-series airplanes. On Models

ENGINEERED FOR STRUTS
210N, P210N, T210N, 210R, P210R, and
T210R airplanes, the upper surface of the
carry-thru spar is covered by fuselage
skin and is not exposed to the environment. This removes the leak paths at the
skin splices common to the earlier Model
210 airplanes and reduces the potential
for moisture intrusion. Additionally, the
later Model 210 airplanes were manufactured with zinc chromate primer applied
to all carry-thru spars. However,
the later Model 210 airplanes were
also delivered with foam installed along
the carry-thru spar lower cap. The foam
traps moisture against the lower surface of the carry-thru spar cap, which
can aid in the development of corrosion.
The Model 177-series airplanes share a
similar carry-thru spar design with the
earlier Model 210-series airplanes: The
upper surface of the carry-thru spars
are exposed, and the spars may not have
been delivered with zinc chromate primer
applied. Although Model 177-series
airplanes were not delivered with foam
padding installed on the lower surface of
the carry-thru spar, corrosion has been
reported on the carry-thru spar lower
cap. Corrosion of the carry-thru spar
lower cap can lead to fatigue cracking
or reduced structural strength of the
carry-thru spar, which, if not addressed,
could result in wing separation and loss of
control of the airplane.
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Airbox and Engine too!
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Shipping
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FAA’s Determination
The FAA is issuing this NPRM after
determining that the unsafe condition
described previously is likely to exist or
develop on other products of the same
type design.
For complete AD-2020-00716-A go
to cessnaflyer.org/knowledge-base/aviation-alerts/item/1521-ad-2020-00716-a-cessna-210-and-cessna-177-wing-spar-additionalyear-models-added.html

Find More Aircraft Safety
Alerts online
Go to Aviation Alerts under the Knowledge
Base tab at cessnaflyer.org
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Wilco

The High & The Writey
 Continued from Page 16

We keep you safe and comfortable

• Service your airplane's trailer hitch
and backup lights
• Change and update your bumper
stickers
• Clean the ashtrays
• Put that shiny stuff on your tires
• Install an orange Styrofoam ball atop
the radio antenna so you can find
your airplane on a crowded ramp

Wilco holds the Concorde Battery STC for Cessna
Singles, Twins, Conquests and Citations. Also holds the
STC to install Whelen lights on Cessna singles built in
1972 and after, up to the restarts (but we have
replacement LED lights for them too). We also distribute
for Lamar, LP Aero, PM Research, and Rapco. Large
inventory for all of the above. Same day shipping in most
cases.

Vent Replacement Systems
For Model 210 Operators Wemac
direction controlled and
closable vents.

After you have finished going over your
airplane and doing some or all of these approved functions, you have probably saved
enough money to renew your membership
to Cessna Flyer for at least 50 years.
Be sure to set aside at least a little of
this financial windfall to pay your A&P
mechanic when he or she comes out to
repair many of the things you have “fixed.”
In my experience, this fixing of my maintenance “boo-boos” is not only profitable
for my mechanic, but it is also entertaining
and fun. He laughs and laughs and has a
great time.
This exchange of money resulting in
hilarity may be looked upon by some of
you as a tragic waste of cash and time. I
look upon it as the “circle of life.” I pay
him to check on my work, and I get to live
to fly another day.

Mention this Ad and purchase
for $1385.00

Landing Gear Inspection Mirror
STC approved for all Cessna
single engine retractable.
Mention this ad and purchase for
$74.95


Sales@wilco.to

This article is tongue-in-cheek. Before
starting any maintenance, know the
regulations, know your FAR/AIM and
check with your mechanic before
starting any work.

Freedom Aviation is a
Cessna and Beechcraa
Single and Multi-Engine
Parts/Service Center.

jmooreﬁeld@ﬂyfreedom.com

www.ﬂyfreedom.com
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 KEVIN GARRISON’S aviation
career began at age 15 as a lineboy
in Lakeland, Florida. He came up
through General Aviation, retired as
a 767 captain in 2006, and retired
from instructing airline pilots in 2017.
Garrison’s professional writing career
has spanned three decades. Send
questions or comments to editor@
cessnaflyer.org.

Join or Renew Today!
Cessna Flyer Association
cessnaflyer.org

Holly Springs - Marshall County Airport (M41)
171 A. Q. Greer Rd. | Holly Springs, Mississippi 38635 USA

Questions & Answers
 Continued from Page 22

www.JohnJewellAircraft.com
1 866 J JEWELL (866-553-9355)
662-252-6377 | sales.info@JohnJewellAircraft.com

It’s often hard to determine whether a used airplane has been flown in a
way that moves it into the severe usage category. It would be a good idea
to at least do a very thorough visual
inspection of the critical area prior to
signing any papers.
Happy flying,
Steve

ATTENTION C182 LEGACY OWNERS!

THE BEST PERFORMANCE MODIFICATION VALUE FOR C182 LEGACY MODELS ON THE MARKET TODAY!
• INCREASED HORSEPOWER from 230 hp to 252 hp
• INCREASED CLIMB up to 400 fpm
• INCREASED CRUISE up to 5-8 KTAS

John Jewell Aircraft, Inc • Serving the Aviation Industry Since 1966

IMPORTANT: This article describes
work that may need to be performed/
supervised by a certificated aviation
maintenance technician. Know your
FAR/AIM and check with your mechanic
before starting any work.
 STEVE ELLS has been an A&P/IA for
45 years. He is a commercial pilot with
instrument and multi-engine ratings and
loves utility and bush-style airplanes and
operations. Ells served as associate editor
for AOPA Pilot until 2008. He owns Ells
Aviation (EllsAviation.com) and lives in
Templeton, California. Send questions
and comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.

RESOURCES
CFA SUPPORTERS

When buying from one of our
advertisers, tell them you saw their
ad in Cessna Flyer magazine

ww
B.A.S. Inc.

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE AND
SPECIALTY
aircraftspruce.com

P.O. Box 190
Eatonville, WA 98328

RESTRAINT WITHOUT
RESTRICTION

CONTINENTAL AEROSPACE
TECHNOLOGIES
continental.aero
PACIFIC OIL COOLER SERVICE
INC.
oilcoolers.com
RAM AIRCRAFT
ramaircraft.com/spark-plugs
TEMPEST AERO GROUP
tempestplus.com/product/sparkplug/
ADDITIONAL READING

“SPARK PLUG CLEANING THE RIGHT WAY” BY
TEMPEST/AERO ACCESSORIES INC.

• NO Additional Fuel Burn
• NO Engine or Prop Change Required
for Q-R Models

tempestplus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Sparkplug-Cleaning-TheRight-Way-081412

A four-point inertia
shoulder harness/
lap belt system that
is FAA-STC and
PMA approved for
most Cessnas.

NEW!

SPORTY’S

FLIGHT GEAR
You can pay more, but you won’t
find a better flight bag
Unmatched durability
Light weight
High visibility interior

Visit our website
for a complete
listing of available
aircraft models and
pricing for Cessna,
Piper, Beechcraft
& Luscombe.

RETRACTABLE PULL HANDLES
FOR TAILDRAGGERS

Pilot-centric design
Personalization options
Customizable add-ons

SPORTYS.COM/FLIGHTGEAR

www.basinc-aeromod.com
Toll Free 1-888-255-6566 (Pacific Time)
(360) 832-6566 • Fax (360) 832-6466
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Acorn Welding Ltd.

acornwelding.com

AeroLEDs

aeroleds.com

Aerostop Seat Locks

aerostop.net

Aerox

aerox.com

Air Capitol Dial

89

Lycoming

lycoming.com

13

12

Main Turbo Systems

mainturbo.com

86

82

Micro AeroDynamics

microaero.com

87

72

MH Oxygen Systems

mhoxygen.com

83

aircapitoldial.com

82

Mtn View Aviation

mtnviewaviation.com

67

Air Plains Services

airplains.com/cessna172

63

NorthPoint Aviation

northpointaviation.net

92

Air Mod

airmod.com

31

P. Ponk Aviation

pponk.com

29

Aircraft Door Seals

aircraftdoorseals.com

91

Parker Hannifin Corp.

Aircraft Spruce & Specialty

aircraftspruce.com

03

Poplar Grove Airmotive

poplargroveairmotive.com

83

Airforms

airforms.biz
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Pratt & Whitney

pwc.ca

05

Airmark Overhaul Inc.

airmarkoverhaul.com

25

Preferred Airparts

preferredairparts.com

70

Alpha Aviation

alphaaviation.com

93

RAM Aircraft

ramaircraft.com

23

AVBLEND

avblend.com

86

Rare Aviation

rareaviation.com

38

Aviation Creations

aviationscreations.com

92

Rocky Mountain Turbine Services

rmturbine.com

43

Aviation Fabricators

avfab.com

93

SCS Interiors

scs-interiors.com

49

Aviation Insurance Resources

air-pros.com

09

Selkirk Aviation

selkirk-aviation.com

92

Aviators Hot Line

aircraftforsale.com

04

Smooth Power LLC

smoothpowerllc.com

66

B.A.S. Inc.

basinc-aeromod.com

95

Sporty’s

sportys.com/flightgear

95

BLR Aerospace

blraerospace.com

90

Stene Aviation

steneaviation.com

94

Bruce’s Custom Covers

aircraftcovers.com

30

Strutwipe

strutwipe.com

93

Chief Aircraft

chiefaircraft.com

65

Superior Air Parts

superiorairparts.com

clevelandwheelsandbrakes.com

38

11

CiES

ciescorp.net

89

Teledyne Battery Products

Concorde Battery Corporation

concordebattery.com

67

Tempest Aero Group

David Clark Company

davidclark.com

45

TKM Avionics

tkmavionics.com

88

Dodson International Parts Inc.

dodson.com

93

Turbine Conversions Ltd.

turbineconversions.com

88

Eagle Fuel Cells

eaglefuelcells.com

64

Turtle Pac

turtlepac.com

73

Electroair

electroair.net

87

uAvionix

uavionix.com/digitalpanel

81

EnerSys

enersys.com

19

Univair Aircraft Corporation

univair.com

48

Flint Aero Inc.

flintaero.com

71

Van Bortel Aircraft

vanbortel.com

35

Floats & Fuel Cells

ffcfuelcells.com

10

Vantage Plane Plastics

planeplastics.com

16

Freedom Aviation

flyfreedom.com

94

Wag-Aero

wagaero.com

66

Gallagher Aviation

gallagheraviationllc.com

92

Wentworth Aircraft Inc.

wentworthaircraft.com

54

Garmin

garmin.com/aviation

15

Wilco Inc.

wilcoaircraftparts.com

94

Wing-X Stol

wingxstol.com

22

Wipaire Inc.

wipaire.com/freedom

07

Genesys Aerosystems
stec3100.genesys-aerosystems.com/cessnaflyer

39

Great Lakes Aero Products

glapinc.com

72

Gulf Coast Avionics

gca.aero

55

IceShield

iceshield.com

02

Icom

icomamerica.com/avionics 21

Insight Instrument Corp.

insightavionics.com

J.P. Instruments Inc.

jpinstruments.com

17

John Jewell Aircraft

johnjewellaircraft.com

95

Knots 2 U

knots2u.com

90

Loree Air Inc.

loreeair.com/heat-shields

73
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gillbatteries.com

tempestaero.com, tempestplus.com

Advertise with us and
reach your target market.

Call Kent Dellenbusch
(626) 844-0125.
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1

R e 1a s o n s
The Top
to Join the Cessna Flyer Association:

5

2

1

2

1
1

2
We help2you find those
hard-to-find parts and
often at3
a lower price.*
3
The Best Part
Locating Service.

2

3

The Best
Technical Expertise.

3
4

Highly qualified technical
advisors with real-world
Cessna experience.

4
5

4
4 The Best
Event Involvement.
A great way to meet
5 other
Cessna owners like you,
to share information and
5build friendships.

3

5

The Best Way
to Stay up to Date.

The latest news,
Airworthiness Directives,
Service Alerts, and other
information pertinent
to your Cessna.

The Best Content.

Content that matters to
Cessna owners via our
monthly magazine,
newsletters, and
online presence.

4

5
Become a
of
Proud Member er
the Cessna Fly
Association!

F O R M O R E IN F O

www.CessnaFlyer.org
Want more information? Email
kent@aviationgroupltd.com
or call 626-844-0125 to speak
with Kent Dellenbusch

* This is a parts referral service. We do not sell or warrant parts.
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Vintage Cessna Advertising and Marketing

A vintage poster from 1976
announces the Bicentennial Airshows
at Oshkosh '76. The event is now
known as EAA AirVenture Oshkosh.
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Instrument Corporation
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